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ULTRA HIGH HIGH RESOLUTION PROCESSING 

whoops 
We'll accept the blame for Bass ToolsTm in our new 

2.0 Vorsis Bass Management System...just not the responsibility. 

The local urban station upgraded their signal chain by adding the new AirAura 2.0 on-air 

audio processor. Using Bass Tools in its new 2.0 Vorsis Bass Management System, getting that 

virtual subwoofer floor-feel was a cinch - more solid, deep, cleancut, pants-rustling, gut-smacking 

bottom end than they ever thought possible. So...word to the wise - WARN YOUR LISTENERS... 

If you've haven't experierced Wheatstone AirAura yet, now's the time. 

%.V1/1-7c)t_r-tc)r-) 

AIRALIRA2.0 

-"moseeemer--

t"--171717r 

phone 1.252.638-7000 I wheatstone-processing.corn I sales@wheatstone.com 



Introducing the 

NVET Series 
3.5 - 10 kW Analog FM 

Proven NV Series Architecture 
Outstanding Efficiency 
Intelligent Features 
No-Compromise Performance 
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Meet the new NV" Series for analog FM 
broadcasting. Based on the proven N'/ Series 
architecture, they're built tough with integrated 
exciter(s) and parallel poiver amplifiers, power modules 
and switching power supplies. 

AUI Control System 
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Nautel 
PHONEHOME 
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Streaming Input 

11O 1 o o 
Integrated Digital Exciter 

Exceptio-evalue 
Unmatched Nautel control helps you save time.. 
trips and money. Add the highest efficiency in 
their class and the result is unprecedented value. 
5 kW transmitters starting at S34,900 US. 

Videos, webinars and more at 

www.nautel com/NVLT 

+1.902.823.5131 
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REPORT- IT: THE W ORLD'S 

SMALLEST CEIDEC Now 

ON ANDROID 

1:] Available on the 
App Store 

GET IT ON 

›Go(sle play 

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS 

Tielinen 
The Codec Company 

Android is a trademark of Google Inc 

iPhone and App Store are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. 

1-317-845-8000 www.tieline.com/report-it 
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2012 Radio Show 
Leadership Breakfast 
Explores Radio's Future 

The Radio Advertising Bureau (RAB) and the National Asso-

ciation of Broadcasters (NAB) announced the panelists for a 2012 

Radio Show event titled "Leadership Breakfast: Preserving Radio's 

Value in a Changing World' The event will be held Sept. 20, 7:30-

9:15 a.m. at the Hilton Anatole Dallas with a full breakfast. 

Marci Ryvicker, a managing director with Wells Fargo Secu-

rities, will provide opening remarks. The Leadership Breakfast 

will revolve around a panel discussion with Lew Dickey, CEO 

of Cumulus Media; Jeff Smulyan, chairman of the board of 

Emmis Communications; Joe Schwartz, president and CEO 

of Cherry Creek Radio; and Jose Valle, president of Univision 

Radio. The panel will be moderated by Lew Paper, a partner at 

Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman. 

Ryvicker joined Wachovia Securities (now Wells Fargo 

Securities) as an equity analyst in June 2002. As managing 

director, Senior Equity analyst, she continues to monitor devel-

opments in broadcasting as well as other media industries. 

Dickey co-founded Cumulus Media in 1997 and became 

CEO in 2000. Cumulus now manages more than 350 radio 

stations throughout the country, the second largest number of 

radio stations for a single U.S. broadcasting company. 

Smulyan serves as chairman of the board of Emmis Commu-

nications Corporation, a radio and magazine publishing com-

pany that operates in 12 U.S. markets and Slovakia and Bulgaria. 

Schwartz is president and CEO of small-market radio 

company Cherry Creek Radio, which operates 45 stations in 

California, Arizona, Washington, Montana, North Dakota, 

Texas, Colorado, New York and Utah. 

Valle, as president of Univision Radio, oversees the expand-

ing portfolio of the leading Spanish-language broadcaster in 

the U.S. Univision Radio currently owns and operates 70 radio 

stations in 16 of the top U.S. Hispanic markets and five stations 

in Puerto Rico. 

Paper is with the Pillsbury office in Washington, DC, and 

a part of the firm's communications practice. He previously 

served as Associate General Counsel at the FCC and Legislative 

Counsel to United States Senator Gaylord Nelson. 

Comrex's STAC VIP passed Skype certification. Skype 
support means stations that use STAC VIP for their 

call- ins can take wideband calls from anyone who has 

Skype installed on their PC or smartphone. 

Lincoln Financial Media's 
Benson is Elected NAB 
Radio Board Chairman 
The National Association of Broadcasters Board of Directors met for 

its regularly scheduled summer board meeting. 

In the radio board of directors meeting, Don Benson, president and 

CEO of Lincoln Financial Media, was elected to be the radio board chair 

by unanimous vote. John Beck, senior vice president and market manag-

er, Emmis Communications St. Louis, was elected radio board first vice 

chairman by unanimous vote, Caroline Beasley, executive vice president 

and CFO of Beasley Broadcast Group, was elected radio board second 

vice chairman by unanimous vote, and Jose Valle,president, Univision 

Radio, was elected to be the racio board's major group representative 

seat by unanimous vote. 

HD Radio 
Pure ['lent. Clear Perim. 

A total of 28 automakers 

have now publicly an-

nounced their plans to 

incorporate HD Radio in 

140+ models by the end 

of 2013. 

New additions to the 

133rd AES Convention 

include a project studio 

clinic, a networked audio 

track and a special movie 

screening. 

The FAA has adopted 

new tower lighting guide-

lines. Depending on the 

height of the tower, the 

FAA will require the up-

grade of the medium-in-

tensity lights for commu-

nications towers between 

500' and 2,000'. 

KJAC-FM Denver 
Returns to Air 
After Forest Fire 

More than 1,700 firefighters, National 

Guardsman and volunteers work around 

the clock saving structures and lives while 

trying to contain the most destructive blaze 

in Colorado history. Meanwhile a local ra-

dio station, Jack-FM 105.5 (KJAC-FM), has 

been off the air since June 11 when the fire 

interrupted the station's STL to its transmit-

ter site near Bellvue, CO. The transmitter 

site is in the middle of the fire zone west 

of Fort Collins. The station lost its Ti lines 

and electrical feed. 

Clear Channel Satellite (CCS) provided 

an emergency STL link via the CCS uplink 

located in Englewood, CO. With the new sat-

ellite uplink equipment and a generator, the 

station is back on the air. The Clear Chan-

nel Satellite system, XtremeSat Media, is an 

expandable satellite audio platform available 

exclusively through CCS. The XtremeSat 

Media Content Receivers (MCR) can expand 

from SCPC to MCPC; delay broadcast of 

satellite programs with cues; regionalize spot 

insertion; and deliver macro/playlist files, 

content and commercials over satellite or via 

network FTP server. 

Tell us where you think the mic icon is placed on this issue's cover and you could win Hosa HDC-800 headphones. Send your entry 

to radio@RadioMagOnline.com by Aug. 10. Be sure to include your guess, name, job title, company name, mailing address and phone 

number. No purchase necessary. For complete rules, go to RadioMagOnline.com 
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The ROC is paired with the JetStream, 

ci powerful 128-channel networked audio node. 
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Logitek 
Networked Audio Systems 

Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc. 

Phone: (713) 664-4470 I Toll Free: (800) 231-5870 

www.logitekaudio.com 

e!taw ROC 
nsole from tonitek 

When Logitek introduced its first ROC console back in the 1990s, it 

marked a revolution in audio console design. One of the industry's first 

router- based digital consoles, the original ROC boasted simple wiring 

and access to multiple sources at each fader. 

Over the years, iihe router- plus- console Networked Audio concept has 

become the standard console architecture. Although the original ROC 

was retired years ago, Logitek has continued to develop systems for both 

TDM and AolIP audio networking. The new ROC takes the best of the 

original design and pairs it with the latest technology and styling. 

Available in multiples of 6 faders (up to 24), the ROC is housed in an 

attractive tabletop enclosure. Durable Penny & Giles faders, OLED 

source indication and intuitive controls make the ROC a natural for 

on- air, production rooms or even in temporary studio setups. Two 

monitor feeds, front panel headphone connection and user-assignable 

softkeys will please even your fussiest operators. 

Call today or visit our website for more information. 
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The SBE Plans for the Future 
Again 

o 
n June 23, the Society of Broadcast Engineers held a strategic plan-

ning meeting in Indianapolis. This is the fourth such meeting that 

I recall the SBE holding. I attended my first in the late 1990s when 

I worked in Cleveland. The SBE held its last such meeting in July 

2006 when I was president of the organization. 

This day-long meeting included the SBE officers, board of directors, national staff, 

several national committee chairmen, and some SBE members, many of whom repre-

sented their local chapters. In all, nearly 40 people met for the day to review where the 

society currently stands and determine some direction for the organization's future. 

I was not able to attend the meeting myself this time, but I spoke with Ralph Hogan, CPBE DRB 

CBNT, the president of the SBE, about the event. He tells me that 28 SBE chapters were represented 

at the meeting, which is a good showing. 

The results of these meetings are often subtle adjustments rather than sweeping changes. Some 

results from past meetings include an increase in frequency of The SBE Signal newsletter and estab-

lishing the roots of the SBE's current educational programs. 

Now that the meeting has concluded, the real work for the SBE begins. 

Hogan told me that from the session, six areas of opportunity and challenges were identified. One 

point covered programmatic efforts, such as increasing support to chapters, a reinvigorated effort to at-

tract youth to broadcast engineering and revamping the SBE awards program to encourage involvement. 

SBE chapters are the heart of the society. The individual members and their local or regional 

gatherings are the most direct outlet for SBE activities. The idea of attracting younger people to 

become broadcast engineers is not a new concern. I heard this since joining the SBE in the 1980s. I 

am interested to see what plans the SBE might set for this goal, however. While the SBE can talk to 

the potential broadcast and media engineers' interests, broadcasting in general needs to be more in-

volved in attracting and retaining the new talent. Broadcasting today does not have the career luster 

it had 20 years ago. There's plenty of competition from (and often better pay in) other industries. 

Another point made at the session was to identify an audience for membership outreach efforts. 

The SBE has made efforts in this area in the past, and the SBE Program of Certification reflects this. 

The Certified Broadcast Networking Technologist, and the new Certified Broadcast Networking 

Engineer certification evaluate an individual's knowledge with IT in the broadcast environment. 

Through these, those involved with IT outside of broadcast may see a career path within broadcast. 

The Certified Audio Engineer and Certified Video Engineer certifications were also created to 

gauge the knowledge of those who work in broadcast and media but do not work on the RF side. 

Audio and video production professionals are a potential audience for these certifications, and a 

source of new members for the SBE. 

The meeting facilitators are preparing their report for the SBE board of directors. Like past 

reports, I look forward to reading the details of the meeting and the suggestions of the facilita-

tors in setting the next goals for the society. The SBE board will then review and discuss the 

ideas and begin their efforts to implement them. 

And by the way, in 2013, the Society of Broadcast 

Engineers will celebrate the 50th anniversary of its 

founding by John Battison in 1963.0 FOLLOW RADIO MAGAZINE 
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by Jeremy 
Ruck, PE 

Update on 
LPFM Rules 

hen we last discussed LPFM facili-

ties, the primary focus was on the 

elimination of the third adjacent 

protection requirements to full-

service facilities. Now almost two years later and 

a couple of translator articles in between, we find 

that LPFM and translators are inextricably linked. 

The connection between thesetwo services is a 

result of the necessary implementation of certain 

provisions of the Local Community Radio Act of 

2010 (LCRA). I have always 

likened the FM allocation 

situation somewhat akin to 

the movement of electrons 

and "holes" in a semiconduc-

tor, and it is an undeniable fact 

that the demand for limited 

spectrum space has certainly 

decreased the number of 

"holes" in the substrate. 

The first big ticket item in 

the LCRA, signed into law by 

the president in January 2011, 

is the removal of the third-

adjacent protection require-

ments. The elimination of the 

third-adjacent requirement is 

a fairly simple concept, and 

is one that has been bantered 

about for many years, but 

was finally changed. In a 

nutshell LPFM applicants and 

licensees will no longer be 

required to maintain the third-adjacent spacing 

requirements to other LPFM, full-service FM, 

FM translator, and FM booster stations. There is 
a caveat to that provision, however. 

FACILITY PROTECTION 

Facilities that provide radio reading services 

via subcarrier must continue to be protected. 

When the LPFM service was established in 

2000, the Commission did not implement 

additional provisions to reading services 

facilities reasoning that the subcarrier was 

transmitted within the assigned frequency, and 

was therefore receiving the same protection 

received by the main broadcast station. Shortly 

thereafter this decision was reconsidered due to 

concerns about the greater vulnerability of the 

specialized service receivers to third adjacent 

interference. Their designs caused them to be 

somewhat more susceptible to such interfer-

that the licensing decisions made are based on 

local community needs, and that all three services 

will remain equal in status and secondary to exist-

ing and modified full-service FM stations. The 

end result of this will ultimately be that a number 

of the pending translator applications from 2003 

will have to be dismissed. Although the quantity 

to be dismissed will not be as large as it would 

have been had the ten-application cap been 

implemented, it still will likely be a fair number. 

These two, however, are not the 

only provisions that follow from the 

implementation of the Act. The LCRA 

explicitly grants the Commission the 

authority to waive second-adjacent 

spacing requirements. Under the 

relevant section of the Act, this waiver 

is permissible in instances where 

an LPFM station establishes that no 

interference is predicted to occur to 

any authorized service by taking into 

account all relevant factors including 

terrain-sensitive propagation models. 

On the translator side the Commission 

has routinely allowed specific studies 

demonstrating that zero population 

would be affected by an interference 

area although an interference area may 

nevertheless exist. The wording of the 

statute is such that the Commission has 

sought additional comment on how to 

implement this portion of it. 

In addition, the Commission is 

also required to modify the current rules to 

address predicted interference to FM transla-

tor input signals on third-adjacent channels. 

This requirement makes sense. In many cases 

translators are employed to provide reception 

of full power FM facilities when not techni-

cally feasible As a result, the signals received by 

the translator, tend to be somewhat weak, and 

become usable through amplification either by 

antennas or active device. It is plausible that a 

Veth the changes in LPM rules, you 
may see more an1enn4 like these 

appearing on tower sites. 

ence than general consumer radios. Because 

of this, and the valuable service provided, the 

LCRA maintains the existing spacing table to 

facilities broadcasting reading services. 

The other big item of note was the require-

ment ensuring the availability of spectrum for 

LPFM stations. The broad provisions of the act 

require that the Commission, when licensing 

translators, boosters, and LPFM stations. ensures 

that licenses are available for all three services, 

10 JULY 2012 I radiomagonline.com 
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co-located LPFM could desensitize the receiver 

of an FM translator receiving its material off-

air. At present the Commission requires LPFM 

stations to remediate actual interference to FM 

translator input signals, but had not codi-

fied spacing requirements or other measures. 

Because of the statute language requiring the 

Commission to address predicted interference, 

it has been concluded that the subjective provi-

sion must be more strongly established. 

FOLLOWING STANDARDS 

The current proposal is to track the Mitre 

standard. Under this proposal, the Commission 

is proposing that any application for a new or 

modified LPFM station not use a transmitter site 

within a potential interference area. This poten-

tial area is defined as any location within 2km 

of the translator site or any area within 101cm of 

the translator site within azimuth of 30 degrees 
either side of the direct bearing between the 

translator and the source of the received signal. 

If a proposed LPFM were to be located in one 

of those areas, then the Commission is propos-

ing that a demonstration of lack of interference 

be made through one of two methods. First the 

applicant may show that the ratio of the signal 

strength of the LPFM signal to the translator 

signal is below 34dB at all locations. Alternately 

the equation in the Mitre report may be used. 

This equation computes a separation distance 

based on the ERP of the LPFM station, the gains 

of the translator antenna in the direction of the 

received signal and in the direction of the LPFM 

signal, and the predicted field strength of the 

desired signal at the translator site. 

Moving out of the technical realm the 

Commission is considering eliminating the 

LPIO class of service, and implementing 

an LP250 class. To date there have been no 

LPIO facilities authorized, thus the elimina-

tion likely makes sense. The 250W class also 

seems to make sense, especially in rural ar-

eas. LPFM facilities in such an environment 

are plagued with viability concerns due to the 

population density. 

Other proposed changes would correct rule 

wording to ensure that an LPFM applicant is 

community based, expand the commitment to 

serve Native Nations, relax the cross-ownership 

requirements, and permit Native Nations mul-

tiple ownership. Each of these proposed changes 

would likely serve to further foster the growth 

and continued viability of the LPFM service. 

The upcoming LPFM window, which is 

likely still a year or two out, may represent 

one of the last opportunities for expansion of 

this service due to the finite nature of available 

spectrum. The proposed changes in the rules 

and procedures mandated by Congress, and 

implemented by the Commission, will seek to 

ensure that all secondary services get a shot at 

serving the local community. 0 

Ruck is the principal engineer of Jeremy Ruck 
and Associates, Canton, IL. 
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wwworban com 

The 8500 to 8600 upgrade kit includes a new DSP board along with a key to determine the version of 8600 that is being 
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by Lee Petro 

The MADness of the 
Digimedia Patent Claim 

or the radio industry, the recent 

actions by Mission Abstract Data 

has led to intense anger, and the 

fear of the assured destruction of 

the financial health of many licensees. Those 

who avoided receiving a letter regarding the 

patent claims should count themselves lucky. 

The company called Mission Abstract Data 

(MAD) began contacting radio stations last year, 

claiming that radio stations were using technol-

ogy for which MAD held a patent. The company 

offered to enter into a license agreement with 

stations for the use of the technology. The un-

derlying technology was the storage of"at least 

several hundred different selections of music" 

that was stored in a single database and played 

over a radio station, and the ability to bridge dif-

ferent databases for use by the station. 

Of course, this came as a shock to many radio 

stations, since in most cases, they had not created 

the computerized databases, but had purchased 

equipment from vendors. Most broadcasters had 

not considered possible patent daims and began 

looking very closely at their vendor agreements 

and insurance policies. 

At the same time, MAD filed a patent 

infringement suit against six large broadcast 

companies, Beasley, CBS, Cumulus, Cox, 

Greater Media and Entercom. The parties 

exchanged complaints, and counter-claims, and 

then, immediately before a scheduling confer-

ence between the parties, a third-

party vendor, 

Broadcast Electronics, filed a request with the 

Patent Office seeking reexamination of the 

underlying patents in question, which led to a 

stay in the court proceedings while the Patent 

Office conducted its review. 

The Patent Office sought information from 

the parties, and issued its decisions in April and 

May 2012. While this author is not a patent at-

torney, and this article is not intended to serve 

as legal advice, it does appear that some of 

the claims that could affect broadcasters were 

upheld by the Patent Office. 

At least that is what the new owner of the 

patents, Digimedia Holdings Group believes, 

as it began sending new letters, trumpeting the 

Patent Office's actions and telling broadcasters 

that the failure to negotiate in good faith "is not a 

realistic option at this point!' The letters claim that 

Digimedia's patents are now stronger, and include 

offers to license the patents at rates set out in eight 

tiers based on the size of the station's market 

On June 6, 2012, Digimedia asked the District 

Court to lift the stay imposed last year, since the 

Patent Office has now issued the results of its 

reexamination. However, as noted by Digimedia, 

Broadcast Electronics has filed a request for a sec-

ond reexamination of at least one of the patents. 

The Broadcaster defendants filed an opposition 

to the request for lifting the stay on June 25, 2012, 

noting that a second reexamination will be filed 

regarding the other patent. Thus, it is possible 

that the stay will remain in place in the near term. 

In light of the uncertainty regarding 

the pending infringement suit before 

"hum ow gralibie 
err 

the District Court of Delaware, and the chance 

that the Patent Office will undertake additional 

study on the underlying validity of the patents, 

what should a broadcaster do at this point? 

As noted before, this article is not intended 

to provide legal advice, but some of the possible 

considerations for broadcasters are: 

1. Does the purchase agreement with the 

equipment vendor have an indemnity clause that 

protects the station from subsequent claims re-

garding the vendor's right to use the technology? 

2. Does the station have insurance that would 

protect it from patent infringement suits? If so, 

does the station have to notify the insurance 

company when it receives the letter, or should it 

wait until it is actually sued for infringement? 

3. If the requested license is relatively 

inexpensive, is it better to just pay Digimedia 

rather than have the potential for a future (and 

possibly expensive) lawsuit? 

There are any number of other consider-

ations and factors for broadcasters to take into 

account when dealing with this matter. How-

ever, broadcasters should take steps to make 

themselves aware of the case, so that they are 

not caught off guard if they are contacted. 

Update — In the June FCC Update article, it 

was noted that the new ASR rules would become 

effective when they were published in the Federal 

Register. The notice was published, and the new 

rules became effective on June 18, 2012. 

Petro is of counsel at Drinker Biddle & Reath, LLP 
Email: lee.petro@dbrcorn. 

DATELINE 
July 10: Stations place their Quarterly Issues/Programs List in their public file, covering 

the period from April 1 2012 through June 30, 2012. 

Aug. 1: Stations in Illinois and Wisconsin file the License Renewal applications and EEO 

Reports, and commence running License Renewal Post-Filing Announcements, continuing 

on Aug. 16, Sept. 1 and 16. Noncommercial radio stations in Illinois and Wisconsin file their 

Biennial Ownership Report (FCC 323-E). Stations in Iowa and Missouri commence running 

License Renewal Pre-Filing Announcements, continuing on Aug. 16, Sept. 1 and 16. 
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f you have worked with AoIP or other digital audio trans-

mission schemes you may have heard the acronym AVB 

bandied around. Just what is AVB, and how might it come 

in to play in broadcasting? That's our topic this time around. 

We're all familiar with the big console/router manufacturer's systems — 

whether AoIP- or TDM-based. To a very large degree (although not com-

pletely) those systems remain proprietary. Audio Video Bridging (AVB) is 

the name given to the implementation of four protocols developed by the 

IEEE. One of the primary purposes behind all the work done was the de-

velopment of a non-proprietary means by which different manufactures' 

products could communicate with one another over Layer-2 (Ethernet) 

networks for purposes of media streaming. (The AVnu Alliance is a group 

of manufacturers that has formed with the express purpose of ensur-

ing interoperability.) Another primary purpose behind AVB is to ensure 

multiple, related streams can be streamed across a network, with precision 

synchronization, and very low transit time. 
To learn a little more about AVB we're going to look at its four facets in 

detail: IEEE 802.1BA Identification of Participating Devices; IEEE 802.1Qat 

Admission Controls; IEEE 802.1Qav Traffic Shaping for AV Streams; and 

IEEE 802.1AS Precise Synchronization. 

As with any transmission scheme, there is a source and a destina-

tion. In the context of AVB the source is known as the talker and the 

destination is known as the listener. For the benefits of AVB to be real-

ized all the intermediate points must be AVB capable. The intermedi-

ate points are ports on a Layer-2 switch that in this context will be 

known as AVB bridges. 

Bridging 
Digital protocols abound, but is 
AVB a standard for radio? 
by Doug Irwin, CPBE DRB AMD 

Whether or not an AVB link can be established between a talker and 

listener is determined during the establishment of the Layer-2 connec-

tions — in other words when a port on an AVB bridge is brought up. 

Four specific (802.1BA) requirements are: 

> The link is a full-duplex, 100baseT connection (or faster) 

> 802.1AS protocol (which we'll discuss below) discovers exactly one 

peer on the port 

> The maximum round-trip delay time from the port to the AVB peer 

meets requirements specified in 802.1AS 

> An 802.1Qat "Stream Reservation Protocol" (SRP) request or 

acknowledgment is received on the port 

Once it's established that a device is an AVB talker, and that the 

port used to connect that to the rest of the network is AVB-capable, 

it's necessary to know if an AVB listener can be reached. The listener 

might be on another port on the same AVB bridge (Layer-2 switch) 

or it might be separated by two (or more) switches. This is where 

802.1Qat comes in to play — it's the process by which the participating 

devices determine whether or not AVB connections can be made all 

the way from talker to listener. Stream Reservation Protocol (SRP) is 

used for this. A talker will send a "talker advertise" message, which in-

cludes QoS requirements (we'll talk about those a little later), a stream 

ID made up of the talker's MAC address, a talker-specific 16-bit ID, 

the MAC address of the listener (which implies that the talker knows 

all potential listeners before streams are established), and accumu-

lated latency (how long it takes for messages to propagate between the 

talker and the bridge). 
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When an AVB bridge receives this ad-

vertisement, it checks to see whether or not 

the necessary requirements for the proposed 

stream are in fact available. If they are, then 

the talker advertisement is propagated out-

bound on the appropriate port. If they are not 

available, then a "talker fail" message is sent 

back toward the originator. Included in that 

message will be a failure code along with an 

AVB bridge ID that will allow the higher-

layer applications (that are using AVB to talk 

between devices) to know where the issue is. 

When a listener receives a talker-adver-

tisement, it is known then that the intermedi-

ate points (AVB bridge ports) are ready for 

the stream to pass through. It will then send 

an acknowledgment message back toward the 

talker. As the intermediate bridges receive 

this message, they reserve the appropriate 

resources for the passage of this stream by 

making entries in their forwarding databases. 

(In other words, as they receive a particular stream, they will guarantee 

its priority and bandwidth.) When the talker finally receives the message 

back from the listener, the stream can start. 

isfitr'i' 
Avid Venue SC48 

While the stream is being 

sent, both the talker and 

listener will send periodic 

messages indicating to the 

intermediate bridges that the 

resources are still needed. 

When they are no longer 

needed (for whatever reason, 

the stream has ended) both 

ends will send a specific de-

register message that will al-

low the intermediate bridges 

to release the resources. If the 

bridges don't hear the period-

ic messages, they'll "age-out" 

the resources themselves. 

THE BENEFITS 

Let's get in to the advantages that AVB provides: quality of service, 

and precision timing. 

802.1Qav for AVB provides for what I think can best be described 

as an automatic, dynamic QoS mechanism that is hidden from the 

end-user. This QoS is ensured by traffic shaping, and admission 

controls (described above). Traffic shaping is a method by which the 

frames of the particular stream are regulated in the sense that they 

are being sent on a smooth basis (as opposed to bunches) very pur-

posefully. Additionally the frames are tagged with a high-priority and 

as such will receive the necessary consideration from the forwarding 

database in the AVB bridge. All the best-effort traffic will essentially 

take a back-seat to the streaming traffic. 

In a non-AVB system, the bridges (or 

Layer-2 switches) would have to be config-

SAS KDL-16 ured and support QoS all the way through 

the network, and this takes a certain amount 

of expertise that not everyone has. 

Traffic shaping is important because it 

allows for a predictable amount of time for 

the stream to pass through a system. Think 

about it: A set of devices that use the public 

Internet for transmission have to make use 

of a buffer so that they don't run out of data 

to convert to the actual stream output, while 

waiting for packets to arrive from the far 

end. Since the packets can arrive in bunches, 

followed by none for a time, the buffer has to 

be fairly deep. 

However, if you can manipulate (or 

"shape") the traffic so that it comes through 

consistently, you can make the buffer very 

short — and you can effectively speed up the 

time it takes for frames to propagate through the system. 

The last aspect of AVB is that of precision timing (802.1AS). This is 

probably more important in video applications than radio. For example, 

if you have two streams, one for video, and one for its associated audio, 

then they have to be synchronized, otherwise anyone watching could 

notice a lip-sync problem. That's always annoying. AVB works to solve 

this problem. In an AVB network, one of the participating devices will 

become the grandmaster time source. (All other devices will be slaves.) 

The various devices that make up the AVB network periodically exchange 

time information. And, as I have mentioned previously, a talker knows 

how long frames take to propagate from end to end; so by adding that 

latency information to the frames themselves, along with a time stamp, 

the listener is able to synchronize the stream outputs by taking in to ac-

count the network latency. Differences in time between two associated 

media streams, caused by propagation delays through different paths, can 

be mitigated. 

BROADCAST USE 

So now that we've learned something about AVB, who is using it in 

our field? SAS offers a module for its 32KD system that allows the user 

Netgear GS724T 

Netgear GS716T 
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LabX Titanium 411 

to interface AolP to the system, making use of the AVB standards. 

The KDL-16 offers 32 channels in, and 32 channels out of a 32KD 

network. Obviously, when connected to an AVB-capable LAN, any 

other device using AVB will have access to the 32KD system. 

One of the devices you would certainly communicate with (from the 

32KD for example) would be a computer — and not surprisingly Audio-

Science is developing products that use the AVB standards. The company 

is currently working on an AVB audio driver for Windows, along with 

new versions of its Hono interfaces that use the AVB standards (as op-

posed to CobraNet). 

While Avid is well known for ProTools, is also makes consoles and one 

RESOURCES 
Audio Science 
audioscience.com 

Avid 
avid.com 

LabX 
labxtechnologies.com 

Netgear 
netgearcom 

SAS 
sas audio.com 

particular system makes of use AVB: the Venue 

SC48. This system is made up of an SC48 digital 

console, with an AVB interface plug-in, that con-

nects (via Ethernet) to the Venue Stage 48, a large 

I/O box that allows the system user to place the 

inputs and outputs of the system close to the per-

formers. Up to 48 inputs and 16 outputs can run 

between the two ends, over the AVB snake. 

But what about the AVB bridges themselves? 

You have at least a couple of choices: the Netgear 

GS716T or GS724T, and the Titanium 411, a six-

port gigabit Ethernet bridge from LabX. 

AVB is a non-proprietary means by which dif-

ferent audio (and video) devices can communicate 

with one another, for the purposes of media streaming, over the ubiqui-

tous Ethernet LAN. It's an implementation of four protocols developed 

by IEEE, allowing interoperability, and ensuring that multiple, related 

streams can be streamed across a network, with precision synchroniza-

tion, and very low transit time, and guaranteed QoS. 

Irwin is transmission systems supervisor for Clear Channel NYC and chief 
engineer of WKTU, New York. Contact him at dougedouginNin.net. 
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On the 
Right 
Track 
WZIP-FM at the 

University of 
Akron upgrades 

to give students a 
look at real-world 

technology. 

by Blake Thompson, CBNT 

ZIP-FM started life as WAUP in 1962 at the University of 

Akron campus, and was run primarily as a student club 

for the next 17 years. In 1979 a new general manager, 

Tom Beck, was hired and proceeded to make major 

changes at the station. One of which was to hire additional engineering 

help, and in 1980 I was added to the staff. The changes started mov-

ing even faster after that; the focus changed to. become a professional 

broadcast training program. I was named chief engineer in 1982 just 

as we were beginning to look for more power and height. We began 

with a move from 80' on campus to 800' on a new tower built by the 

public TV consortium for Northeast Ohio. We originally transmitted a 
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330W, but soon upgraded to a directional antenna system and an increase 

in power to 3.3kW ERP in 1985. This really kick started the program as 

we could now be heard over most of the area from which the Univer-

sity draws students. We had one more upgrade in 1997 as other stations 

changed frequency so we could increase to 7.5kW ERP. 

We are a different kind of college station than most. There are three 

full-time employees: the GM, the secretary and me. Everything else is 

done by the students, all underwriting sales, promotions, music directors, 

news, sports, and of course the announcers. Tom Beck is a tremendous 

motivational speaker and teacher; it is his leadership and drive that has 

new 
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FACILITY HOWCASE 

Far left: The new 
backup air stùdio/ 
production 2 is 
centered around an 
Axia iC) and Enco 
DAD system. Left: 
The training/produc-
tion studio 1 has an 
Audioarts R-60 and 
Adobe Audition, 
Right: The interview 
studio with an Allen 
& Heath XB-14 con-
sole has custom-
built furniture. 

made WZIP the highest-rated student-run station in the country. The ad-

ministration sees the promotional value of the work the student announc-

ers talking to our 120,000 plus weekly listeners about the great opportuni-

ties at the University of Akron during every shift, so much so that they 

found $ 175,000 for infrastructure upgrades for WZIP and the companion 

Z-TV program. To accomplish all we 

wanted to do we also used money raised 

from underwriting. The idea was to re-

place most of the big equipment installed 

in our last major upgrade when we 

moved to our current 3,100-square-foot 

space in 1997/1998. 

START IN THE STUDIOS 

First up came the Axia iQ consoles to 

replace the analog Airwaves that, while 

still working well, are looking all of their 

14 years old. I wanted an audio-over-IP 

system, and with my proximity to Cleve-

land and seeing the Axia consoles evolve 

at various SBE meetings and conferences 

over the years they were an easy choice. 

If you're planning an installation such as this, take time ensure you have 

the StudioHub adapters and ancillary outboard equipment to get the job 

done. 

I was able to run the initial setup through the Axia Web control quite 

quickly with the only challenge being the hybrid/codec foldback and 
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Livewire settings. One of the big advantages of all the IP consoles are the 

Profiles, which allow different settings based on which show is going on. 

We use all four profiles in the iQ: one for the standard broadcast with 

mks, phones, and the Enco automation system we've been working with 

since 1995. Then we have a sports profile for the games and talk shows we 

run. We also have a profile for our weekend Polka show. (Don't laugh — it 

has the highest AQH shares of any show we broadcast.) That uses two 

• 6 to18 channel configurations 
• 24 or 36 inch wide frames 
• 2" or 3" wide module options 

• 4 Output Buss (two Stereo 
and two Mono) 
• Metering for all 4 Outputs 
• 2 - 4X1 auxiliary inputs standard 
• Mic preamp on first two channels 

CD players, a feed from a laptop and the occasional track from vinyl. My 

fourth profile is set up with carts and CDs as sources with only the main 

automation output, just in case we have Windows issues. 

The iQs were installed in our main on-air studio and the backup on-air 

2 studio. I actually configured on-air 2 first so I could train the announc-

ers in a low-stress environment. I have the same profiles in both except 

the last one in on-air 2 is geared for use as a production studio. 

The main production training room has an 

Audioarts R-60 console and enough space for 

six to eight students and their student teacher. 

In our program our best current students train 

the next wave. We also have a small production 

studio with an Allen & Heath XB-14 console. All 

the studios have an Enco workstation on a KVM, 

Adobe Audition, Audio-Technica mics, CD play-

ers and recorder, and a few lesser-used items like 

turntables and carts. 

The installation went smoothly and much 

quicker than the last console installs. The StudioHub 

adapters, Krone blocks, and CAT-5 patch assem-

blies are the only way to go in today's market. I had 

limited student help but it was still all done in about 

a week. The training process went well too; even our 

mature Polka show volunteers liked the new setup. 

ES-185U/NTP GIPS Master Clock 
With ESE's Master Clock, you can display Universal Time Code 

via the 12-channel GPS reciever and generate many types of 

Time Code ( NTP, SMPTE/EBU, IRIG-B, ESE-TC89, ESE-TC90 

RS232C/ASCII, & USB), and an extremely accurate 1PPS signal. 

You can also easily interface with new or existing computers, 

automation and clock systems. Visit www.ese-web.com for 

all your time synchronization needs. 

ESE, 142 Sierra Street, El Segundo, CA 90245 USA, Tel (310) 322-2136 

The computer and wiring interconnect room 
houses the Enco workstations, Buffalo and 
Netgear NAS servers, Telos Profiler and 
Invonics modulation monitor. 
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IPMENT LI T 
Audemat FMB80 

Audio-Technica AT2035 

tub 10, Core, analog nodes 

Erco DAD. Rama 

Hams HD _ink 

Mcsley LanLink HS 900 

NaJtel NV-5 

Donna One 

Radio Systems StudioHub+ 

Te,os I- X-1 

I had a few holes to fill in the tabletop since 

the iQ footprint is quite a bit smaller than the old 

consoles. The only complaint I had was from the 

graduating class who didn't get a chance to use the 

new equipment. 

STL CONNECTIONS 

I wanted a Harris HD Link to be a drop-in re-

placement for our old CD Link, but I also wanted 

full IP network capability at the transmitter site 

since I can't seem to even get DSL there. I decided 

a set of Mosley Lanlinks, with diplexers to add 

the full-duplex IP traffic onto the 950MHz signal, 

would fit the bill. The HD Link came in first, so 

I started to bench test it into a 20W load. While 

moving the receive unit to the bench I heard 

something rolling around in the case. This usually 

is not good news, and it wasn't. The culprit was 

a small, stray nut, but there was no screw to be 

found. On power up I could set the frequency/ 

bandwidth, but the unit would not lock onto a 

good signal. It was stuck in the acquiring mode. 

A call to Harris tech support and a new unit fixed 

the issue, but I'm sure glad I did the bench test. I 

was able to get them set up in just a few minutes 

using the on-screen menus and the Web access 

pages to check errors etc. One thing I really like is 

the ability to set levels inside the units, something 

the older units couldn't do. 

When I received the Mosley Lanlinks I went 

through the serial port setup. I was able to set 

the power level and static IP and pop them 

in the rack. For the final install I had to wait 

for some help from my friend Rick Kent, who 

handles the School of Communication engineer-

ing. Once we were set at both ends I switched 

the program feed to the Tielines and traded out 

the cables. On power up they both booted and 

worked fine. I still had to get some settings right 

for the RBDS system, but the audio was great. 

Let us help keep your channel crystal clear! 
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• Mix Local and Return headphone audio 

• Easy cat5 linking of multiple units 

• No DAs or complicated wiring 

Talent Pod simplifies sports remotes with easy control of Mics and Headphones. 
Give each announcer his own headphone mix! Have 2 or 3 announcers? 

No problem! Just link multiple Talent Pods so everyone gets their own mix! 

WE BUILD SOLUTIONS ./IGITAL SOLUTIONS. ANALOG SOLUTIONS. FUNCTIONAL. RELIABLE. AFFORDABLE. 

HENRY 
L 
C 

ENGINEERING 

Visit www.henryeng.com for all of Henry's solutions! 

Ti 626.355.3656 • F: 626.355.0077 • email: Info@henryeng.com 
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A AKIS SYSTEMS INC. 

MARC-15 
MODULAR ANALOG 
CONSOLE S5,499 

mu, Ili 17 

15 channels, 30 inputs 

3 stereo Output buses 

Control room E Studio monitors 

Cat5 cabling for today's infrastructure 

Analog E digital with 1158 sound card modules 

Dual conferencing Mix minus buses for telephone hybrids 

CAT 5 
cables 
included 

very low profile tabletop 
design B fast access to 
level adjustments and 
cabling 

S6,499 
MAE II 

THE XT GENERATION OF 
ANALOG CONSOLES 

ARC-156P 
ADVANCED RADIO 

CONSOLE 
Fifteen input channels 

Two Stereo Program outputs 

1-5 mic, 8-12 stereo line, PC, S Phone in 

LISE interface for play and record from a PC 

Mix minus in- out for an external Telephone hybrid 

.3. Conductive plastic faders E multimillion operation switches 

Socketed ICs for ease of on site repair B LED lamps for long life 

www.arrakis-systems.com 

:inductive plastic 
faders and LED lighted 
switches for reliability. 
Socketed fCs for fast 

on site repair, 

prmet are msrp 



Ever 111,000 Hot Ke.is 

save and reload Plev Lists 

Eart rotations and Start- kill Dates 

Full Scheduled Automaion (NEW—WAVE only) 

Powerful Music Scheduling (NEW— WAVE only) 



At the transmitter site, the main transmitter is a 
Nautel NV-5 with a Harris Z5CD backup. 

The LanLink's speed was good enough for email 

at the transmitter site but seemed a little slow 

loading Web pages. I ran a speed test from my 

laptop and it came up with 550kb/s for down-

load speed and 375kb/s for uploads. That is 

comparable to low-grade DSL service and quite 

acceptable for my needs. 

TO THE TRANSMITTER 

The transmitter required a full bid process, 

and we sent them to the three largest manu-

facturers. The Nautel NV-5 came back as the 

low bidder, which was my first choice anyway. 

I scheduled the removal of the old QEI backup 

to be placed on the roof for later use as an 

aux site. The crew arrived with a forklift on a 

second truck and the QEI was moved without 

much trouble at all. The Nautel came in crated, 

MIC1111011e1slisIefi:10:110111M11 
Nautel NV Series FM Transmitters 

Nautel's award-winning NV Series launched a whole new class of broadcast 
transmitters. These rugged, groundbreaking designs offer unprecedented con-
trol, integral digital exciters, extensive architectural redundancy and advanced 
control via a 17" touch-screen monitor or Web access. Purpose designed 
the digital future, already over 1,000 NV transmitters have been deployed put 
ting it on track to be one of the most successful transmitter designs ever. 
NV Series features: 
• Quad mode: analog, HD Radio, hybrid, DRM+ 
• Advanced instrumentation and management 
• 17" touch screen interface 
• 100% of local interface via the Web 
• RF and audio spectrum analyzers 
• Integral digital exciter(s) with pre-correction 
• Plug-in upgrade to HD Radio Exgine 
• Frequency agile, soft-fail, redundancy 
• Compact footprints 

nautel.com I 877-662-8835 

Advertisement 

and the crew had a lift gate and pallet truck to move the crate. I was 

fortunate to have Gary Liebisch of Nautel on hand to assist with the un-

crating and installation. 

I had the ac power lines ready to go, but had to change some of the RF 

plumbing to get to the NV-5 outlet. At the end, Liebisch and I were both 

pushing with all we had to get that last nut past the flange and tightened 

down. We connected the composite from the Omnia One and powered it 

into the dummy load while L had my training. The touchscreen interface 

is really great, and I see why it won awards when introduced a few years 

ago. We run a radio reading service on 67 kHz and I could see just where 

the insertion level was relative to the pilot and RDS. 

When I switched the NV on to the Shively directional antenna system 

the reflected power actually dropped to 8W from the 16W it had on the 

load. Obviously the antenna is well tuned but I know the more than 800' 

of transmission line helps some too. One quirk in the NV AUI is when 

you log in through the Web and enter your user name it pops up a touch 

keyboard on the screen, but you can hit esc and it's back to normal. 

Now I'm able to access all of the equipment at the remote site through 

the Net, and the new transmitter logs look great with a screen cap of the 

main Nautel display page. The only drawback was the delay in the audio 

from adding the STL link and Axia IP audio path. It wasn't too much in 

each unit, but add that to the slight delay in the Omnia and it was just 

enough to throw the announcers off. 

I handled this by changing the source for the headphone feed to an 

analog processed feed before the STLs and all was well. It was a busy 

month or so but very well worth it and I'm now back to having the same 

type of equipment as the stations our graduates may be working on in 

their future jobs. 0 

Thompson is chief engineer of WZIP Akron, OH. 
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MEET THE NEW AXIA xNODES! 
IP-AUDIO JUST GOT AN UPGRADE. 

Everybody knows that Axia introduced broadcasters to IP-Audio in 2003. 3,000 studios and 

30,000 connected devices later, the competitors who said " it'll never work" are now eating 

their words. How do you follow up that sort of success? If you're us, you open up a case of 

Monster and go back to work. So we did. 

The result: Axia xNodes, smart new AolP interfaces that transform your audio devices into an 

intelligent network. Use them to turn analog, digital or mit-level signals into routable IP-Audio, with 

associated GPIO logic. They're so advanced, they won two major awards at their NAB debut. 

WHAT CAN YOU DO WITH THEM? 

HERE ARE A FEW IDEAS. 

BUILD A ROUTING SWITCHER. One stand-alone elode is an 8x8 (4x4 stereo) routing switcher. 

Connect 8 )(Nodes to a switch and make a 64x64 routing switcher. Need more I/O' Connect more 

xNodes. Like all Ethernet-based networks, Axia systems are naturally scalable, up to 10,000 stereo 

signals (plus logic). 

» STL OVER IP. Today's cluttered RF spectrum makes IP a great alternative. Put an xNode at either 

end of a fiber run, 0C-3 circuit or a parr of inexpensive Ethernet radios to send eight channels of 

uncompressed audio to your TX - and get eight channels of audio backhaul too. 

SAY SO LONG TO SOUND CARDS. PCI, PCle, USB3, FireWire... who needs 'em? Load the Axia 

IP-Aucko Driver onto your PC workstation and connect it to an )(Node to get eight professional, 

balanced outputs and eight inputs. Use an industry-standard DB-25 breakout cable for pro XLR 

connections. You'll get studio-quality audio and save some green, too. 

XNODES ARE SMALL Mount them on your wall, under the 

counter — mount 'em on the ceiling if you like. Optional 

rack- and wall-mount kits provide plenty of options. 

CONFIDENCE METERSon every xNode mean you'll 

.er nave to wonder where the audio's at. Audio 

; • L'S,CP anr1 levels are both displayed at a glance. 

INFORMATION OVERLOAD? Not here. Sharp, high-

rez OLEO displays pp! !!. i• information you need 

right an the front panel, without the need for a 

distrac -inq multi-colored lightshow. 

e 

kNODES WORK WITH BOTH LIVEWIRE AND RAVENNA 

AolP netwo,ks — making them tompatIble with IP-Audio 

gear from over 40 major broadcast companies. 

m!, 4 RAVENNA 

NO NOISY FANS HERE. Front-mounted heat sink keeps 

xNodes calm, cool and collected using air-conditioned 

studio a•r ( instead of that hot air in the back of the rack) 

• 
AuDIOROUT,,,à 

9 • 

xNODES 
ELEMENT + POWERSTATION 

ADD MICS TO THE MIX. yklodes make awesome multiple Mic preamps. They have ultra-low-noise, 

ultra-rugh headroom, studio-grade preamps with selectable Phantom power. Put your Mics in, 

bring your analog line level out. And that IP-Audio network jack? Ready to be used whenever you 

upgrade to a full IP-Audio network. 

MAKE AN WM. Take one analog and one AES/EBU erode and rack-mount them side by side. 

Voila) Eight precision AJO converters and eight precision D/A converters, in just 1811. Studio-grade, 

48 kHz, 24-bit Delta-Sigma A/D and D/A convertors, with 256x oversampling, make difference you 

can hear. 

» SUM DOWN YOUR SNAKE. Connect two analog or AES erodes with a single Ethernet cable for an 

instant 808 bi-directional snake and bid the multi-parr bLndle goodbye. Add a few more xNodes 

on each end for a 16x16, 32032 or 6064 snake. Use off-the-shelf media converters for long-haul 

fiber connections. 

R145 OR DB-25? kNodes give you I/O both ways, 

so you can choose whichever industry-standard 

breakout cable you prefer. 

FAST, ONE-BUTTON SETUP, flit the switch and plug 'em in 

youixNüGes Will be stlearntng audio in under 30 seconds. 

MONO OR STEREO ROUTING. Choose from 8-in, 8-out 

mono operation or 4-In, 4-out stereo. Both signals intermix 

seamlessly on your Axia network. 

NOT AT THE OFFICE? No problem: built-1n webserver lets you 

manage an '<Node from anywhere. Or, use Axia iProbe software 

to manage your entire facility - back-up and restore settings. 

automatically update software and more. 

re 
DUAL ETHERNET PORTS for redundant network links. The 

overnight jock kicks out a connection? No problem; the other 

one takes over so your programming never skips a beat. 

xNODES HAVE AUTORANGING INTERNAL POWER SUPPUES, but 

can use PoE (Power over Ethernet) too. Perfect for those out-of-

the-way places where a power cable is inconvenient. Hook 'em both 

up for redundant, auto-switching backup power. 

VERY VERSATILE. 5 different kNodes handle nearly any s goal type. 

AES/EBU Analog, Microphone and GPIO xNodes are perfect when 

you've got a lot of one audio type to work with. But what if you 

need a little of everything? This is the Mixed Signal kNode. Think of 

it as your utility MVP. with a switchable Mic/line input, 2 dedicated 

analog ins, 3 analog outs, a digital AES/EBU Input and output, and 

2 GPIO logic ports. 

TWO ;MODES MOUNT SIDE-BY-SIDE, so you can create your own 

custom mix oil/0 types within a single rack space. Pair up an AES/EBU 

',Node with a microphone xNode, or match a GPIO xNode with an 

analog unit. Or combine a couple of Mixed Signal kNodes for the 

ultimate mix of mic, analog, AES3, Analog and logic I/0. 

AxiaAudio.com/xNodes 

Available in the U.S.from BGS: ( 352) 622-7700 
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Remote Equipment Reset 
Without an IP Connection 
by Jerry Olson, CSRE 

e've all had experience with a piece 

of equipment that ceases to func-

tion. In the past, this meant a trip 

to the mountain, perhaps to merely 

power cycle the offending unit. More than once, 

I've had to reboot a digital receiver that sounded 

like an engine running at 2500 RPM. 

Power strips have been developed that al-

low power cycling of individual outlets via an 

Ethernet connection. But what do you do when 

an IP connection is not available? 

Many remote control units use either a con-

trol tone or a DTMF code to activate relays at 

the remote site. The units I've worked with spe-

cifically warn against switching 120Vac through 

the on-board relays mainly due to the danger of 

exposed line voltage at the connection points. 

This then requires the use of an external relay (in 

an enclosure) and a power supply to drive it. 
This outlines how to construct a simple self-

contained remote control relay interface that 

will allow you to remotely power cycle your 

recalcitrant equipment with an external relay 

closure of less than 20Vac at 35mA. 

The unit pictured is a dual reset box with 

two sets of transformers and relays. The short-

ing link on the hot side of the duplex outlet was 

removed to allow the two outlets to operate 

independently. The tab on the neutral side was 

left in place. If only one reset is desired, omit 

the second transformer and relay. 

The operation of the reset box relies on the 

fact that the impedance of the primary winding 

of an unloaded transformer is very high. This 

is especially true for current-limited doorbell 

transformers that are meant to be energized 

24/7/365. An added advantage of the doorbell 

transformer is that it is UL listed. 

The theory of operation is simple: The primary 

of the doorbell transformer is wired in series with 

the relay coil. The tiny bit of current flowing in 

this circuit is not enough to pull in the relay. If the 

transformer secondary is shorted (say through 

your remote control) the impedance drop is re-

flected in the transformer's primary and the relay 

closes. An outlet mounted in the box is wired so 

the power to the outlet is interrupted by the nor-

mally dosed contacts of the relay when activated. 

When the short is removed on the secondary, 

the primary impedance rises and the relay drops 

out. A 10kfl shunt resistor across the relay coil 

will insure that the relay will drop out once the 

short on the secondary is removed. The dissipa-

tion in this resistor should be less than 1W, but 

the use of a 2W resistor would cover the unlikely 

occurrence of the relay coil going open. 

Construc-

T2-4 

R2 
10kû 
2W 

U1 _ 

• 

U2 

il 

Y R TIP 
Tech tips may be suitable to earn SBE 

recertification credits. Send your tips to 

radio@RadioMagOnline.com. 

tion is fairly 

straightfor-

ward. Most 

importantly, 

build this 

reset box in a 

tall 4 x 4 box. 

The use of a 

raised cover 

to mount the 

duplex outlet will allow extra clearance for the 
relays and wiring below. The doorbell transform-

ers will mount directly into /2" knockouts on the 

box. Plan ahead so that the correct size knockouts 

are where you want them. Be sure that all of the 

green wires are bonded to the box. The NEC 

requires the duplex outlet to be grounded to the 

box with a jumper. Securely attach the relays 

to the box somewhere off to the side. I used a 

quick-setting epoxy for this purpose. Connect the 

source black wire to the normally closed contact 

on each relay. Connect the wiper contact of each 

relay to its respective outlet. This will remove the 

source ac from the outlet without it appearing 

on the unused normally open contact. It's a small 

point, but it might prevent an unexpected short. 

The only other weird thing about the wiring is 

that the white leads of the transformers will not 

be connected to the neutral but will, instead, con-

ned to the hot side of the relay coil. 

Parts list: 

> (1 or 2) Radio Shack 275-0217 DPDT relay. 

Contacts rated 10A 

> (1 or 2) IQ America DT- 1610A 16V/10W 

transformer 

> (1 or 2) 101d1 resistor 2W 

> 4 x 4 tall electrical box 

> 4 x 4 raised duplex cover plate 

> Duplex outlet 

> Power cord 

> Cable clamp suitable for the power cord used 

You may find many of these items in your 

junk box. Most of us have a few salvaged power 

cords cluttering up the bench. I happened to 

have a box of 5W resistors, so I used those. The 

dual reset box as shown was built for under $50 

using transformers bought at a local home cen-

ter. Much better pricing can be found online: ü 

Olson is chief engineer of Spokane Public Radio, 
Spokane, WA. 
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OP-XMITOMATION 
SIMPLE • POWERFUL • REDUNDANT 

• Modular Operation in Op-X allows for a tiered system 

at a fraction of the cost of its competitors. 

• Each studio client is capable of accessing all Audio 

Server modules on the network. 

Remote voice-tracking allows for creation of content 

for remote studios also running Op-X. 

The revolutionary design of Op-X's clock 

builder turns the previous task of scheduling 

satellite programming into a few simple clicks. 

Share serial devices from any machine using the 

Op-X Serial Server. 

Importing logs now gets its own module that takes 

confusion out of the process. 

Engineers will enjoy Op-X because its easy 

to install, maintain, and has automatic backup 

features. 

P—.444 
I 

RADIO AUTOMATION SOFTWARE 

ei "A fast paced station needs a system that can keep 111, 
br..-., 

up and is easy to use. Op-X gives us the tools we 
l b need to deliver the sound Houstonians have come 
0 to. expect from KRBE." 

-Leslie Whittle, PD 
KRBE, Houston, TX 

iPad app Features 

• Live snow real-time control from almost anywhere 

• A powerful tool for remotes or voice tracking 

• Take a show on the road 

• Start, stop, copy and paste functions from the log 

• Insert audio items into the log 

• Initiate audio playback from hot buttons 

• Run macro command from hot buttons 

• Secure access to your system 

Ask us aboin4 

°Ile /P ad 
ape)!   

/ 

Broadcasters 
General Store 
352-622-7700 
www.bgs.cc 
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Audio-Technica 
AT2005USB 
by Gil T. Wilson 

A 
s technology progresses, I'm 

happy to see that broadcast-

ing equipment progresses right 

along if not faster than con-

sumer technology, especially in the remote 

broadcast/production field. Mainly what 

I'm talking about is the true portability of 

broadcast and production tools. A laptop or 

netbook can be taken out in the field and 

easily be turned into a full-blown production 

studio or even remote site. With some great 

software that is already out there the only 

thing needed is a good microphone. 

For the longest time, the only way to con-

nect to a computer was with a cheap 'Is" plug 

mics or a handful of adapters on a dynamic 

mic. We're now seeing a boost in really nice 

USB mics that allow for true plug-and-play 

use in nearly all the production software 

choices available. What I like is that some 

of the USB mics are built for dual-use to 

plug directly into a 

computer via USB or 

connect to a sound 

system with an XLR 

connector. 

A DI TE HM 
330-686-2600 
audio-technica.com 
sales@atus.com 

• . • 
• • Cardiold pickup ; 

. • 
• • Dynamic element • • 

This time around I got the pleasure of 

trying out one such microphone, the Audio-

Technica AT2005USB mic. While the name 

says USB it also has an XLR connection. This 

microphone is definitely one I'll be putting 

in my bag the versatility to connect to a com-

puter or a mixing board by just plugging it 

in makes it the perfect go to mic for remotes. 

It's as if this mic were its own backup, in case 

you were planning a VOIP broadcast and 

things get switched around where you need a 

full mixing board this mic will be there. 

OUT OF THE BOX 

The first thing to note is the bottom of 

the mic where the connectors are. There are 

three jacks to use, the XLR for normal use, 

the mini-USB for connecting to the com-

puter (cable provided) and a headphone jack 

(with volume control). This mic, when used 

in the USB mode, be used as a headphone 

50Hz to 15kHz 
frequency response 

.•••• 
.•• 

16- bit, 
44.1/48kHz output 

Headphone jack to 
monitor mic audio 

amp to directly monitor the audio going into 

the mic. The mic also has an on/off slide 

switch. When used with a USB connection it 

has a blue LED that indicates it is connected. 

The on/off switch in either USB or XLR 

mode does not affect the LED. 

Also included are a 2m (6.6') USB cable (as 

mentioned above), a 3m (9.8') XLR cable, a 

desktop tri-pod stand (with folding legs), a mic 

stand clamp (which is threaded for standard 

mic stands), and a zippered bag for safe storage. 

The bag will hold the mic/stand/USB cable and 

mount, albeit a tight fit. The mic has a mesh grill 

to help prevent the plosive sounds, however, I 

still recommend a foam windscreen cover for 

the mic if it's used outside. 

PUTTING THE MIC TO USE 

My first test was the USB connection. 

I connected it with my netbook running 

Windows 7 and immediately the mic was 

32 JULY 2012 I radiomagonline.com 
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found and ready to use. I tried the mic with 

three different recording programs (Audac-

ity, Adobe Audition and ProTools) and as I 

expected had no problem 

getting the mic to work. In 

Audition and Pro-tools had 

to configure the software to 

use that input, but every time 

I use those programs I'm al-

ways changing the hardware 

settings, so I'm used to it. The 

5kHz 

8kHz 
plug-and-play aspect is perfect. I 

also tried the mic on a Windows 

Vista computer and it had no problems con-

necting there as well. The AID converter in 

this mic when connected to a computer is a 

16-bit, 44.1/48kHz sampling rate. 

• Moving on to the XLR or simple Dynamic 

mic use, the AT2005USB worked perfectly. 

I've seen and used other USB/XLR mics. 

Some are condensers and require phantom 

power in XLR mode. This mic is a dynamic 

and requires no phantom power. 

The mic's durable metal construction not 

only gives it a good look but also a feeling 

50 100 200 500 k 2k 5k 10k 20k 

12 or more on axis F equency in hertz 

Coaxial 
Dynamics 

A COI INDUSTRIES. INC. COMPANY 

Specialists in RF Test 
Equipment & Components 

• I? Digital Broadcast 

Directional Wattmeters 

¡Lila Line Sections 

Plug-In Elements 
mar+ 

Loads and Attenuators 

e 
fte e ig , Signal Samplers 

eg. Meters 

'CS ee> Accessories 

Low Pass Filters 

Power Senso 

Custom OEM 

4.1.0..14a11131bNiate. 

Coaxial Dynamics (a CDI Industries, Inc. Company) 
6800 Lake Abram Drive • Middleburg Hts, OH 44130 

Phone: 440-243-1100 Toll Free: 800-COAXIAL Fax: 440-243-1101 

salescoaxial.com • www.coaxial.com 

that you have a mic that will be around for 

awhile. While I mostly used the mic in a 

stand, it is a hand-held microphone and I 

used it as such a few times and it responded 

and felt like a dynamic hand-held mic. I was 

afraid that being a USB mic it might have 

some sensitivity issues, such as handling 

noise, but I noticed no such problem. The 

mic surpassed expectations in that use as 

well. The cardioid pickup pattern is also 

suitable for typical voice use and can help 

eliminate some background noise. 

With the affordable price this mic should 

be added to anyone's audio grab bag whether 

as a remote broadcast engineer, or portable 

production studio. The immediate uses I 

have found ranged from podcasting to home 

voice recording to a live remote broadcast. 

Wilson is an announcer, producer, webmaster and 

promotions guy at WAKO-AM/FM, Lawrenceville, IL, 

and an independent producer/voice talent. 

Have you heard? 

AudioScience is 

Built for 

Broadcast. 

Sound cards built for broadcast, and 
broadcasters. AudioScience cards are 
designed for the rigors of broadcasting. 
State of the art design and extensive 
software support make for excellent 
performance in even the most demand-
ing environments. 

ASI6644 This PCI Express card features 
4 stereo/8 mono inputs and outputs, 
analog and AES/EBU. Formats include 
PCM, MPEG layer 2 and MP3 with up to 
96kHz sampling. 

ASI6685 This Livewire/PCI Express card 

has up to 16 record and play streams 
and supports Axia AolP protocols. 

AS15211 features mic input with 48v 
phantom power, plus 2 opto inputs 
and 2 relay outputs. 

BROADCAST-CENTRIC FEATURES Such as 
SoundGuard surge protection, TSX time 
scaling, MRX multi-rate mixing and SSX 
surround sound make these powerful 
additions to any broadcast application. 

For information, call AudioScience at 
+1-302-324-5333 or email us at 
salesasi@audioscience.com. 

idefarigaleaff www.audioscience.com 4e ea ;0« 
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Adjustab'e gain-
riding AGC 

Five- band compressor 

Inovonics DAVID IV 
by Jeff Smith, OBRE 

can't count the number of times I 

have needed a simple workhorse 

of a processor to use on streams 

or HD Radio multicast chan-

nels. Recently, I was able to try the DAVID IV 

from Inovonics, which received a 2012 Radio 

magazine Pick Hit award at the NAB Show, 

and thought it would be ideal for just such a 

use. The DAVID IV is a five-band processor 

that has lots of bells and whistles, and includes 

composite, AES3 and analog ins and outs as 

well as inputs for RDS. 

The unit itself is very simple to setup. All 

configurations can be done via two different 

methods: the front panel or online using the 

provided software. Both methods allow the • 

user to adjust AGC, high-pass filters, stereo 

enhancement, the five-band processor and 

many more options. The five-band processor is 

really where most of 

the DAVID IV's work 

is done. It allows each 

band to run inde-

pendently or with a 

IN 
831-458-0552 

inovonicsbroadcast.com 
info@inovon.com 

VON ICS 

Inovonics Polarity Indepencent 
Peak Processing limiter 

varying degree of coupling, which can create 

some very unique sounds for the station. Add 

that to the compression and equalization that 

is available to the five bands and you can get 

something that sounds really nice. 

Limiting is also configurable in the unit. The 

DAVID IV uses broadband limiting as well as 

"adaptive pre-emphasis." Both allow users to 

control the program peaks however they see 

fit. The broadband limiting works on any of the 

DAVID IV's outputs, no matter what the audio 

may be; 20Hz tone, talk or music. 

TAKE CONTROL 

As stated before, all these adjustments are 

available using the front-panel display and dial 

next to it. Also on the front panel are meters 

displaying the input level. AGC, five-band, 

output level and MPX level. The bright, clear 

display gives a concise indication of what the 

unit is doing. In addition to the front panel, 

you have the option of accessing the unit via 

an Ethernet connection to configure it with the 

provided software. 

When hooking the unit up to your network, 

you have the option of assigning it a static IP 

address or using DHCP After the Inovonics 

software is installed on a computer, connect to the 

IP address of the DAVID IV and all the function-

ality of the unit is on the PC. I like this option, as 

I find it much simpler to configure the unit this 

way, as opposed to using the front-panel display. 

The software can also save unit settings to restore 

them or transfer them to another processor. The 

software is included on a CD with the unit. The 

processor can save up to 20 user presets. 

THE PROCESS 

The five-band processor splits the program 

into five frequency bands. Each band imparts 

both dynamic compression and adjustable 

static gain to apply fixed equalization and 

other control of the program audio. Sub-bass 

program frequencies undergo independent dy-

namic compression, expansion, selective clip-

ping and filtering for control over both static 

rumble and dynamic punch of the bottom-end 

components. Fast high-frequency limiting 
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and distortion-cancelled clipping are utilized 

to provide independent amplitude control of 

program frequencies subjected to the FM pre-

emphasis. The idea is to help preserve program 

brightness and clarity despite power bandwidth 

constraints inherent in FM broadcasting. 

A user-programmable high-pass filter attenu-

ates sub-audible noise that could compromise 

modulation efficiency. The filter is adjustable be-

tween 20Hz and 65Hz. The AGC is quasi-aver-

age-responding with a capture/correction range 

of ± 18dB. Positive AGC gain may be truncated 

to any value between OdB and + 18dB, and the 

correction rate of the AGC is programmable. 

The stereo enhancement effectively broad-

ens the soundstage for the stereo program and 

the center-channel component independently. 

Up to 3dB of clipping may be applied to the 

composite/baseband signal. Clipping is per-

formed before the injection of the stereo pilot 

and RDS subcarrier. 

FACTORY PRESETS 
Adult Cont. Jae 

Bollywood New Age 

Classic Hits Pop 

Classical 

Easy Listening 

Rock 

Talk 

Exitos Urban 

Flat 

The unit includes the Inovonics exclusive Po-

larity-Independent Peak Processor (PIPP). With 

PIPP, the program audio waveform is split into 

positive-going and negative-going components. 

Each of these signals is then independently 

limited to a peak value that corresponds to 100 

percent carrier modulation (in their respective 

directions), and the components then recom-

bined. The purpose of this somewhat round-

about exercise is to optimize carrier modulation 

regardless of waveform asymmetry. The PIPP 

limiter can be disabled if desired. 

Overall, I found the DAVID IV to be a very 

functional processor. I really liked the fact that 

it starts passing audio almost immediately 

after booting up. That is a feature not seen in 

many other processors. I used the DAVID IV 

on a country-formatted HD2 channel and it 

performed very well. It let me build the sound 

I wanted and did not color the audio at all. I'm 

sure many people will find a good use for the 

DAVID IV in their audio facilities. 9 

Smith is the chief engineer of WEMP 101.9, 
New York. 

Array Solutions Your Source for Outstanding Radio Products 

PowerAIM 120 
Vector Impedance Analyzer for Broadcast Engineers 
• Patented, unique technology offers the broadcast engineer 
the full capabilities of a single port network analyzer 
• Small, lightweight, software-driven instrument 
• Easy to carry on airlines and in the field 
• Very simple to set up and use 
• Safe measurements in 
RF-dense broadcast 
environments. 
• Time Domain 
Reflectometer 
(TDR) Functions. 

Bird Wattmeter 
with AS-43AP kit 
• Peak and Average Digital 
reading kits for Bird 42 
wattmeters 
• Replace the broten anarog 
movement with a digital 
readout 

PowerMaster II 
• New Larger. Sharp & Fast LCD 
Display 

• Reduced Energy consumption 
• USB and RS-232 interface 

• New - Both 3kW and 10kW 
couplers on one display - switched 
• / Lo Power Level Monitoring 
• Supports 2 like couplers simultaneously 
(3kW & 3kW, 3kW & V/UHF, 10kW & 10kW) 

• SWR Threshold Protection 
(with amp PTT bypass) 

www.arraysolutions.com 
Phone 214-954-7140 • Fax 214-954-7142 • sales@arraysolutions.com 

ARRAY SOLUTIONS 

PTEK 
America's favorite FM BROADCAST Transmitters 

Ranked #1 

MOST RELIABLE 

MOST AFFORDABLE 

BEST WARRANTY 

The Solid State Gamma Transmitters feature: 

• Built-in DDS Exciterfor crystal clear audio 
• High Efficiency (up to 85%) 
• Front Panel LED or Remote Control 
• Hot pluggable power supplies 
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IDEBYSIDE 

IP Codecs 
adio has always had a connection 

with listeners and the public. In a 

way it's the original social media out-

let. And radio stations still connect to 

their audiences through public appearances. 

Like all technology, radio remote equipment 

has moved forward with the times. Establishing 

a direct RF link is nearly a forgotten practice in 

larger markets. Even ISDN, once touted as the 

future of all telephony, has come and gone as a 

common connection option with many telephone 

companies dropping the service. 

But we are a connected society. It's rare to 

be anywhere in the U.S. without some kind 

of Internet access. IP connectivity has gained 

importance as a practical means of audio con-

tribution delivery. 

— • Ma. : 

In this column we try to present several 

products in an equal setting so you can see an 

apples-to-apples comparison of features and 

specifications. We have done that here as usual, 

but we have noticed that each manufacturer has 

its own view of important features. Like any data 

product, while one unit may shine in a specific 

situation where another one just gets by, changing 

the variables can just as quickly shift the applica-

tion curve to another product. 0 

. allie Access Rack and 
Portable 2USB 

lelos Z/IP One Tieline Genie 
Worldcast Horizon 

NextGen 

XLR (line analog in/out), 
Audio I/O DB15 (dual AES3 in/out), 

1/4" headphone 

Rack (R): XLR (analog line 
in/out), XLR (AES3 in.out) 
Portable (P): XLR (mic/line 

in), 3.5mm TRS (line in/out), 
3.5mm headphone, 3.5mm 

mobile in/out 

XLR (mid or line analog 
in, line out), Liyewire, 1/4" 

headphone 

XLR (line analog in/out or 
AES3 in/out), 1/4" (mid/line 
in), 1/4" headphone, DB25 

(4x analog mic/line in/out or 
4x AES3 in/out) 

XLR (line analog in/out, 
AES3 in.out) 

1111111•11111111111111.1 
Connectivity 
-standard 

Ethernet Ethernet, POTS Ethernet Ethernet, USB Ethernet x 2 

Ionnectivity -options 
ISDN module x 2 Dual USB for 3G/4G 

G.711, G.722, AEQ LD, 
Algorithms Layer 2, PCM (optional: 

Layer 3, AAC LC, MC LD) 

G.711, G.722, BRIC-HQ1, 
BRIC-HQ2, BRIC-ULB, 

PCM, FLAC, MC, HE MC, 
HE MC v2, MC LD, MC 

ELD 

G.711, G.722, Layer 2, 
MC, MPEG4 MC LC, 
MPEG2 MC LC, PCM, 
MC ELD. HE MC 

G.711, G.722, Tieline 
Music, Tieline MusicPLUS, 
Layer 2, MC LE, MC HE, 
Enhanced Apt-x. PCM 

Enhanced Apt-x, Layer 2, 
PCM. Pending: Layer 3, 

MC HE 

her I/O USB, serial IBothWnet, USB, 
'keyboard, mouse, VGA 
monitor. P: SD card slot, 

Cardbus slot 

Ethernet, USB BNC vvordclock 

!Sr 

SD card slot 

Tech3326 
Compatible? 

Traversal 
Server 

AEQ server BRIC-TS ¿'IP Server Uses IPv6 In development 

Contact 
Closures 

Power 90 - 250 Va 
: 90 - 264 Vac, P: 1 
40 Vac/15Vdc/internal 

1RU x 13.8" 

dual 100 - 240 Vac 100 - 250 Vac 

Size 1 RU • 1 1 
R: 1RU x 9.75" 

P: 4.75" x 8.25" x 2.5" 
'R U • 1.. 

Accessories Multi-codec remote control P: USB Wi-Fi modem 
USB Wi-Fi stick, USB to 

dirt RS-232 adapter 
Tieline Codec Management 

Options P: expansion mixer 

'Weight (lbs.) 7.7 

MSRP $2925 R. $3.000 P: $3.800 $2,195 $4,995 $1,200 

aeqbroadcast.com A i&  corravorn teloom aptcodecsiiIM 
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A AKIS SYSTEMS INC. 

ARC-8X 
COMPACT RADIO 
CONSOLE 

Eight chann3's 

Stereo P-ogram output 

2 mu:, 4 stereo line, PC, S PiionE .n 

LISB interface for play and record fr]m é PC 

Mix minus in- out for an external Te ephone hybrid 

BOTH balanced End unbalanced inputs 3nd output for flExibi 

ARC-10 
ADVANCED RADIO 
CONSOLES 

Ten mixing channels 

Two Stereo Program outputs 

2 mic, 6 stereo line, PC, S Phone in 

LISE PC sound card on ARC-10LIP E ARC-10BP 

Mix minus in- out for an external Telephone hybrid 

Multimillion operation switches with long life LED lamps 

The ARC-l011P with unbalanced inputs and PC 

stied card is displayed. The ARE- 101.1 has 

unbalanced :nouts without a sound card. The 

ARC-10BP has balanced inputs with the PT 

USE sound ra,d e • tieloy 10.10.10 Ma • di • jib • di LJ wi ,•.4,4i • 
emu eve@ fir i• lb • `ew• 41i eV 'le 

www.arrakis-systems.com 

All AU consoles 
bye condurtive 

faders and long lif3 
sr itches for - eliability 

Socketed ICs for fast 
on site repair, 

ARE-10l1... Suss 

ARC-1011P... Si,sss 

ARC-1013P... $2,495 

CAT 5 cables 
included on the 

ARC-I0BP 



NEWPRODUCTS 

DJ headphones I Allen & Fleath 

XD2-53: XD2-53s have several new features, including a detachable 

coiled cable with 3.5mm connector and 1/4" jack adaptor, and also sport 

a stylish gunmetal finish. They retain a circumnural design providing 

high-level isolation from ambient noise. Containing 53mm diameter 

drivers with high power neodymium magnet design, 3500mW of power 

handling, and high SPL capacity, the XD2-53 headphones deliver excel-

lent sound reproduction. They also have rotating earpieces for easy one-

ear monitoring, an adjustable metal reinforced headband, and folding 

design for compact portability. 

allen-heath.com 

Ethernet cable I HHB 

Mogami 3306: Available in 25-, 50- and 

100-meter lengths, the new Mogami 

Ethernet cable is flexible enough 

to lay flat on a floor, yet rugged 

enough for reliable perfor-

mance, even with frequent set 

ups. And it fully complies with 

TIA/EIA-568B Category 5e 

termination standards and 

performance character-

istics. The cable is me-

ticulously constructed 

to ensure that its four 

twisted pairs remain 

separated from each 

other, which helps to 

ensure consistent data 

rates, even under extreme conditions. Its durable construction also means 

that it can withstand being run over by a truck without loss of bandwidth. 

Supplied on a professional Schill cable drum, the cables feature Neutrik 

RI-45 etherCON connectors finished with protective rubber caps. 

hhb.co.uk 

Mixers I Cerwin-Vega 

CV Mixers: Available in 

10-, 12- or 16-channel 

versions, this new mixer 

range offers digital 

sound effects processing 

and USB input/output 

for laptop computer 

playback and recording. 

Built using premium-

grade components that 

deliver precision audio performance, the mixers feature a commercial-grade 

metal housing for reliability and longevity. The mixers clear markings and 

color-coordinated knobs also allow for intuitive operation, including fast ad-

justment and easy operation in low-light situations. With professional studio 

quality microphone inputs, dedicated gen controls and switchable phantom 

power, the new CV Mixers accommodate virtually any microphone. The 

insert, aux and efic sends allow connection to external dynamics, equaliza-

tion and effects units giving a high level of customization. The peak LED 

indicator allows a user to check on the signal input of each channel. The mix-

ers also feature tape in and rec out RCA jacks, which enable users to directly 

connect to a CD/MP3 player or an audio recorder. 

cerwin-vega.com 

Hot news scanner I Listener Driven Radio 

LDR.TopicPulse: LDR.TopicPulse gives valuable real-time information 

to show producers and hosts which topics and news stories are "getting 

buzz" in their market on social media. The system scans all available 

news sources, local blogs, Facebook posts, Tweets, and other social 

media. Then, producers can see a report - which is updated to the 

second - on the hottest trending topics and their shelf life. Are they hot, 

trending up, flat or dead? With LDR.TopicPulse, stations can determine 

which stories and topics are ratings boosters or killers. In addition to a 

real-time TopicPulse on local market stories, LDRallso provides tracking 

on national news, entertainment/celebrity related news, sports, political 

and Spanish news. 

listenerdrivenradio.com 

Broadcast headset I Shure 

BRH Headset The BRH Headsets are designed specifically for broadcast 

and media production applications. They provide exceptional audio 

quality, comfort, and durability to meet the increasing demands of 

field production professionals. The BRH31M single-sided lightweight 

broadcast headset - for interchangeable wear on the left or right side - is 

a closed-back, supra-aural headset with an ultra-lightweight design. 

The BRH440M dual-sided broadcast headset is a closed-back, circum-

aural headset that offers sound isolation from background noise. The 

BRH441M single-sided broadcast headset - versatile for wear on the left 

or right side - also offers sound isolation from background noise, while 

keeping one ear open to the surrounding environment. 

shure.com 
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Storage cabinet I Middle Atlantic Products 

ViewPoint Matching the look and style of the 

ViewPoint system, the new ViewPoint Free 

Standing Storage Cabinet provides additional 

storage space for supplies and personal items. 

The cabinet includes two adjustable shelves, 

smoked glass doors and comes fully assembled. 

The new ViewPoint Radial Binder Storage 

Cabinet is designed to store essential reference 

materials and keep them close at hand. Also 

matching the system in appearance and style, the 

cabinet's compact rounded shape holds binders 

and books on two shelves, comes fully assem-

bled and easily attaches to ViewPoint consoles. 

The console consists of fully welded Uni-Frame 

workstation bays that simplify installation and 

can be configured for individual project needs. 

middleatlantic.com 

And now a word from our sponsor, BSW: 
Spaghetti. 

MSWUSA.COM • 800-426-8434 

LED-based medium-intensity red beacon I Dialight 

Vigilant L-864: The first product of its kind incorporating both red and IR LEDs in a single unit, 

Vigilant L-864 has been FAA certified to 150/5345-43E The IR integration ensures better visibility 

for aircraft pilots using Night Vision Goggles and Aviator's Night Vision Imaging Systems. NVGs 

and AN VIS typically employ Class A, B and C filters that can reduce visibility of LED light sources. 

The Vigilant IR beacon incorporates night-vision-friendly IR LEDs and red LEDs in the same unit, 

making a small and lightweight flash head. This smaller footprint significantly reduces wind load. 

dialight.com 

.01 V, ' zoo 9.13 AM 

More Music... 

= You are le.,ng to Hello 92.9 AAÇ 

.4D A 

USSmartphone app I Jacobs Media 

jacAPPS V3: The V3 app is designed with large screen space for a sta-

tion to display images it controls remotely, with unlimited navigation 

based on horizontal scrolling. As stations decide lo add features such 

as video, on-demand, news, events and blogs, the app can quickly 

and seamlessly be updated. The app offers secial sharing so content 

from the app can immediately be posted on Facebook, shared on 

Twitter or sent via email. It provides an optional revenue sharing 

program via Verve Wireless, and push messaging via Urban Airship. 

The app also displays album art featured on the front page of the app. 

jacobsmedia.com 

.jear from people you trust 

BSW 
BSWUSA.COM 
800-426-8434 

Lowest Prices and 
Largest Inventory on 

EVERYTHING For Broadcast 

Exciter for the Long Haul 
Proudly made in the USA, this rugged FM exciter/ 
transmitter delivers up to 550 watts and in a 
compact package. 

• Totally Solid-State 

• Wide range input 88 to 264 VAC 

• Built-in Stereo Encoder 

• Remote control interface 

FM500ES List 58,000-.90 $2,950" 

11,71113k 

Get Em Before 
They're Gone! 
l-or nearly 30 years, this 40W per channel power 
amp has been serving broadcast facilities faithfully. 
Built to last, this workhorse offers active balanced 
XLR/1/4" combo input connectors and clean, virtual 
distortion free sourd. We have the last procuction 
run of this legacy amplifier before it is goneforever. A' 
this price...buy 2! 

D75A List 51,021.G, $39900 

@D crown 

The King of Headsets 
We have this Sennheiser classic hardwired and read;' 
to roll with attached XLR and 1/4" connectors! 

$24995 HMD280 List $449:94 

M ZENNHEISER 
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Microphone preamp I IK Multimedia 

iRig PRE: Connect any type of microphone - from regular stage microphones to expensive studio models - to 

any iPhone, iPhone Touch or iPad providing access to the widest range of recording applications. iRig PRE is 

a high-quality microphone preamp designed specifically for iOS devices that allows musicians to use their fa-

vorite high-quality stage or studio mics with their iOS device. The microphone plugs directly into the standard 

XLR connector of iRig PRE with no need for extra cables or adapters. Its adjustable thumbwheel gain control 

allows the user to easily make precise level settings. The onboard 9V battery provides the necessary voltage 

for phantom-powered studio condenser microphones for at least for 15 hours of continuous use. The 3.5mm 

('/8") standard stereo headphone output allows monitoring while recording. The lightweight housing sports a 

convenient cable for iOS device connection and also includes a Velcro strip slot for easy mounting on a mic 

stand or other stage locations. 

ikmultimedia.com 

L ve broadcast dynamic microphone I 

MXL Microphones 

BCD-1: The MXL BCD- 1 is an end-address dynamic micro-

phone with warm, rich tones designed to make vocals stand 

out. It features side rejection for noisy rooms, a tuned grill that 

eliminates internal reflections and a built-in shock mount. 

The built-in swivel mount allows for perfect positioning when 

combined with the optional MXL BCD-Stand. 

MxIMICS.COM 

Digital book I Society of Broadcast Engineers 
SSE Handbook for Radio Operators: The "SBE Handbook for Radio Operators" can 

now be purchased through Amazon.com and BarnesAndNoble.com. They can be read 

using Kindle- and Nook-capable devices and apps. Purchase of the digital version of ei-

ther book does not include the corresponding SBE operator certification exam, which 

can be purchased separately through the SBE website. The combined cost of the digital 

book and the separate exam is the same as the cost for the traditional paper book that 

includes the exam. The "SBE Handbook for TV Operators" is also available. 

sbe.org 

OPTIIV OD-PC 1101e 
85001-ID-Class Stereo Processing on a PCIe Sound Card 

The Oran Optimod-PC 1101 

professiDnal Microsoft Windows 

audio processing card for PCI 

bus systems offers dedicated, 

bfoadcest-quality digital 

signa processing on-board 

for auc io processing, 

mixing and routing. 

miummser • 

Get yours today at 

proaudio.com/1101e 

• y 

e ‘. 

,—_••••„„. 

• 

• 
• AIM, 

bagen,” 
• *rod; 
• *Wawa 

•••••01, 
• 4a or 

or call ( 800)433-2105 OtuCIA 

FIND THE MIC WINNER 
MAY ISSUE 

Congratulations to 

Ed Treese 
Treese Broadcast Service 

Kansas City, MO 

He has won 

a Hosa 

Technology 

USX-1 00 

mic-to-USB 

interface. 

www.hosatech.com 

The mic icon 

was disguised 

as a handle 

on the 3RU 

device 

under the 

TV monitor. 

The winner is drawn from the correct entries for the 
issue two months prior No purchase necessary 
For complete rules, go to RadioMagOnline.com. 
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Which is oetter for streaming: hardware or software? 

Telos ProSTREAM: 
Internet streaming in a box. 

•4 

01 tidee 
Everyone knows the answer is hardware — like a Zephyr! Introducing Telos ProSTREAM, the professional netcoder for Internet streaming, 
with Omnia multi-band processing built right in. 

ProSTREAM makes sending programming to the Net easier than ever. Simple and bulletproof: analog or digital audio goes in, compressed 
audio streams out. Just hook up your input, select a bit rate and Omnia processing preset, send the output to your Shoutcast or Wowza server, 
and Shazam! Streaming audio, simple as 1,2,3. 

And such audio., amazing. Thanks to our partnership with Fraunhofer ( FhG), we were able to build a processing architecture that's 
specially optimized for MP3 and MPEG-AAC encoding algorithms. The result: detailed, commanding, blow-you-out-of-your-office-chair 
streaming audio, even at aggressive bit rates. 

Telos-Systems.com/ProStream/ 

Omnia A/XE: 
Internet streaming in a server. 

Obviously, the correct answer is software, with the power to stream multiple channels from a single PC. Meet Omnia A/XE, the professional 
all- in-one software solution for Internet streaming. 

Omnia A/XE can turn a couple of lonely servers into a supercharged streaming network. It runs in the background as a Windows service 
and can process and encode multiple streams in various formats simultaneously.Just hook up your audio, choose a bit rate and processing 
preset, select your Shoutcast or Wowza server, and Voila! Streaming audio, simple as A, B, C. 

And that audio packs the clean, clear competition-crushing punch Omnia is famous for. Each stream is sweetened with its own adjustable 
wide-band AGC with three-band compressor/limiter, EQ and low-pass filter, and precision look-ahead final limiter. The result: clean, clear 
streams with more presence and character than you ever thought possible. 

OmniaAudio.com/AXE/ 
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Studio monitor I 

Event Electronics 

2030: Event Electronics' first 

three-way studio monitor-

ing system, the 2030 combines 

three discrete drivers to allow 

for accurate reproduction of the 

entire audio spectrum. Rather 

than simply adding a mid-range 

driver to the 20/20BAS configu-

ration, which could have been 

easily achieved, Event's engineers 

took the three-way and designed a new wave guide assembly to house the speaker's 

mid-range and high frequency drivers as well as optimize audio dispersion and power 

response characteristics. For the critical mid-range application a 3.5" cone transducer 

was engineered using a pressed pulp and polypropylene cone, combined with an opti-

mized magnetic circuit. The driver is loaded onto a shallow wave guide that results in 

increased sensitivity and output while generating very low distortion artifacts, giving 

the 2030 speaker system a defined, upfront vocal character. A key design feature of the 

2030 amplifier is use of a proprietary, soft clipping power amplifier design topology 

that never allows the amplifier's output waveform to become jagged or harsh. 

eventl .com 

Radio automation I Skyview Networks 

F.A.S.T. Web Automation: F.A.S.T. Web Automation 

debuts break-specific commands, in place of relay 

technology, and utilizes a Web interface. This Web 

version increases network broadcast success and al-

lows affiliates access to game logs from anywhere an 

Internet connection is available, with no software to 

install. Each advertisement break (local, ID or network) 

has a break-specific command. This new model keeps 

network stations on format, decreasing the possibil-

ity of missed breaks, covered breaks or late rejoins. It 

eliminates the need to hire and train board operators 

and integrates seamlessly with Skyview Networks' next 

generation satellite receivers. Schedules and audio are 

automatically updated to the satellite receiver through 

the automation Web portal, easing workload and wid-

ening the window for schedule updates. For stations, 

going Web-based provides immediate real-time access 

to logs and as-played reporting. For franchises, the 

automation offsets station costs associated with broad-

casting its play-by-play programming. 

skyviewnetworks.com 

SkimmerPlus 
ISS1 

Skimming, Logging and 
Air Checks with ease. 

SkimmerPlus Features 
• Creates high-quality and highly 

cc•nripressed files simultaneously 
• Supports multiple professional audio 
formats, such as PCM MP2, and MP3 
• Supports recording from triggers 
• Automatically manage hard drive space 
• Up to 24 record decks available 
• Individually customizable title bars 
and record features for each deck 
• Create and save event logs for fully 
customizable unattended recording 
• Control over record break points for 
long-term recording 
• Central skimming for multiple-station 

clusters 

Web Server Features 
• Access mie checks from the 
Internet with Web Interface 
• Emailing of ftp links or audio 

files from Web Interface 
• Supports user account creation 
• Easily browse recordings 
with an intuitive web design 
• Listening to last week's records 

is just a calendar's click away 

www.bsiusa.com 

For More Information Call: 1-888-BSI-USA-1 - Email: sales@bsiusa.com 
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RAMItSHOW 
Produced by RAB and NAB 

Hear What's on the 
Horizon for Radio 

CBS Corporation Presiden: and CEO Leslie Moonves will join NAB President and 
CEO Gordon Smith for an in-depth discussion about radio's future during the 

ope ling session of the Radio Show. 

Gordon Smith 
NAB President and CEO 

Leslie Moonves 
CBS Corporation President and CEO 

Join us to discuss new opportunities for revenue and 
growth in the changing media landscape. 

Opening Session sponsored by: creative 

September 19-21/Hilton Anatole/Dallas, Texas 
Visit www RadioShowWeb corn to learn more about the Radio Show and register today! 

www.facebook.com/rachoshowweb www.twitter.com/radioshowweb 



NEWPRODUCTS 

Commentator unit I Sonifex 

CM-CUl: The CM-CUI provides a fully fea-

tured commentator position and a line-level 

input. It has an individual commentator output, 

with an additional output providing a mix of 

commentator and line input audio. The line 

input can be configured to remain present at 

the mix output even if the commentator is off 

air, making it useful for routing crowd effects 

or pre-recorded material to the program feed. 

Its presence in the commentator's headphones 

is also configurable to suit the application. 

Four talkback output channels, with a built-in 

limiter, are available to the commentator and 

they can be linked to provide simultaneous 

operation. Activation of one or more talkback 

channels removes the commentator audio from 

the main output until all talkback channels are 

deactivated. 

sonifex.co.uk 

VGA video splitters I 

1-corn Global Connectivity 

LCVS Series: These VGA video splitters are 

ideal for distributing VGA video signals from 

one source to multiple displays. These plug and 

play video splitters can be installed in seconds 

and provide crisp, clear images. Split analog 

video signals from one source (PC) to multiple 

displays (monitors); plug and play in seconds; 

durable metal case; signal bandwidth: 350MHz. 

1-com.com 

The Comrex STAG 
has Skype Installed 
developed in partne 

Microphone cables I Hosa Technology 

Elite Series v2: Now available with Neutrik 

XX-Series connectors plus a new nylon 

webbing over the cable's PVC jacket, the 

Elite Series takes advantage of the latest 

technological advances and state-of-the-art 

manufacturing processes. Available in both 

Lo-Z (XLR3F to XLR3M) and Hi-Z (XLR3F 

to 1/4" TS) configurations, the cable used in 

the Hosa Elite Series is important to overall 
audio performance. These cables use 20 AWG oxygen-I ree copper (OFC) conductors that reduce 

resistance in order to facilitate maximum signal transfer. Polyethylene dielectrics reduce capaci-

tance for crystal-clear high-frequency transmission while conductive PVC reduces handling noise. 

Further, a 95 percent OFC braided shield is employed for noise-free signal transmission. 

hosatech.com 

Stereo-to-5.1 upmix 

processor I Soundfield 

Research 

UPM-1 v2: Improvements 

to this processor include 

superior 5.1 channel 

separation and lower-latency processing. The new v2 software upgrade is available free to existing 

UPM-1 owners. TheUPM-1 converts stereo audio to 5.1 surround sound and is popular among digi-

tal broadcasters who frequently need to transmit legacy stereo program material in 5.1 surround. 

Processing latency in the original version of the upmixer was set to one video frame at the request of 
the broadcast industry, but the version 2 software sees the introduction of a new low-latency mode 

in which the time taken for upmixing is reduced to 9ms. All new UPM- is are shipping set to this 

low-latency mode and with the v2 software pre-installed, although the latency can still be set either 

to 40ms (one frame in the USA), or 33ms (one frame in Europe) if required. 

soundfield.com 

Additions to 1329 Line I ERI-Electronics Research 

Unflanged Components: ERI now has unflanged compo-

nents for its 1329 Line aluminum outer conductor rigid 

transmission line. The new components include un-

flanged line sections, elbows, unflanged couplings, and 

clamp-on field flanges for indoor use. 1329 Line is a cost 

effective and reliable alternative to traditional, unpres-

surized, copper outer conductor rigid line components. 

In addition to being lower cost, theindividual compo-

nents weigh less, which contributes to easier installation 

and faster project completion. Unflanged 1329 Line 

components are available in 15/8", 31/8", 41/16", and 61/8" 

(50 ohm) sizes. 

ERlinc.com 

P RADE AND PDATE 
IP has received Skype certification, which means stations using the phone system can take wideband calls from anyone who 
n his PC or smartphone. (comrex.com) ... The Best Buy Insignia Narrator radio is the company's first talking HD Radio. It was 
ship with the International Association of Audio Information Services. (bestbuy.com, iaais.org, hdradto.com) 
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UrcultI/Verkes 1/1/€13 PowEr! 

SitESElliTy2 - 5329 Transmitter Controller 
Will 2 analog meter inputs, 2 status inputs, an nth" sensor & 
onboard temperature sensor, you can monitor your site from any Web 

browser, anywl-ere! Six relays ( 2 DPDT & 4 SPST).give ample co itrol 

for many stations. Automatically detects meter low & meter overload 

conditions for metering inputs, audio montor and temperature sensor. 

Slcon-f3 - Web & Dial-up Remote Control 
The Sicon-8 lets you control your site via Internet with its internat Web 
server, via teler hone. auto-answering cell phone cy our free software. 
3e(up is a breeze using the Sicontroller software that also includes 

scripting, e-mail alerts, multi-site management, virtual metering & more! 

SilEnce Sentina! - Audio Monitor vv/Web 
Silence Sentinel ushers in a new era of analog audio monitoring. Monitor 
your audio from any Web browser. When silence .s detected, it can 
perform user-programmed, automated, sequences of relay actions & can 

also respond to user control via the r etwork or via external status inputs. 

Get info on these Er other great remote 

control products at www.circuitwerkes.com 

SmartGen Micro - RDS/RBDS Encoder: 
USB Programming Interface 

1=1= DEVA 

•  • • • 

SVIR 4.11.01, YRSE ROS USI 
•1.0.1 RON DATA IL/10 ISSO 

Price: $ 295.00 

• Excerlent Price - Performance Ratio • Easy Installation and Setup • PS & Radio 
Text Scucllina Options • Internal or external Not I MPX Synchronisation • Robust 
Aluminum Case for nigh RF immunity • Reliab•e hardwarrder 24/7/365 operation 

SmartGen Mini: LAN di USB 
Programming Interfaces Price: $ 495.00 

1=1= DEVA 
OFICJACIC .n • • r 

•  • • • • 

SWOT IRS! ROI ta LIM 1/111 
I. OCR MUM DMA ft. AC 

• Supports RT+ for song and content tagging • PS & Rail° Text Scrolling Options 
• Supports TMC & ENS • Embedded WEB serer for interactive supervis.on • Fully 
digital synthesis of RIDS signal • Internal or external Pilot / MPX Synchronisation 

SmartGen 5: LAN, USB de RS-232 
Programming Interfaces 

• Fron: panel LCD Display • Support; RT+ for song 
tagging' • PS & RaCio Text Scrolling Options • UECP 
SPB49). Compatible • Support TMC & EWS • Fully 
digital synthesis of RDS signal Embedded VI/E3 server 

13 F-2 C--)/s. CD C 

Price: $ 925.00 

TOP (NE 
oF THE 
*us EtiCeeee 

Phone +359 56 82002 
sales@devabroadcast.co 
www devabroadcast com 

AM Ground Systems Co. 
.WWW,a1t1firOliftriSlt51Prtic rrim 

88- GR:-)lJr„Lii» 
2/Construction 
Evaluation 

Repair 

Sample, Food & Control Line Location, Replacement & R2pair 

MOM Modeling Preparation Work 

P hysi c a I 
AM Site Services 

Serving the Technical and Construction Needs of AM Broadcasters for over 25 Years 

AMGROUNDSYSTEMS.COM 

888-476-8630 
888-GROUNDO 
Complete Ground System 
Construction, Evaluation 
and Repair Services. 

Fast, Efficient Full Site 
Construction Services. 

Firm quotes 

Reliable, On-time Installation 
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Fr-
BELAR'S CUTTING EDGE HD MONITOR 
NOW WILL SIMULTANEOUSLY DECODE & DISPLAY HD AUDIO STREAMS! 

• 

HD Radio 

ri BELAR 
FM FID MONITOR 

• 

111 SO Station 

II Digital Audio 

• SOS CRC 

  E EDi D so s 
90.1Mtlz E SD 2 0006 

END? 

E ED e 

Service Mode: MP1 

CD/110: 72.60 dB 

DI: 15 OSAI: 15.00 

RD 3 
•.* MED 4 

SPA CODEC Mode: 

Acq Time Data: 

Acq Timm Audio: 

00 

713 ms 

4347 ma 

PUSH TO SELECT 

• 

• Direct Sampling of the FM RF Carrier 

• Digital FM Carrier Demodulation 

• Frequency Agile on both Antenna & High Level RF Inputs 

• RF Spectrum Analysis with FFT Power Band Calculations 

• Adjustable RF Mask for High Power/Asymmetrical HD Sidebands 

• Time Alignment Cross Correlations Analysis ± 16384 Samples, ±375ms 

• Metering of HD L/R/L+R/L-R Audio Streams 

• Metering of Analog Total, Pilot, L, R, L+R, & L-R 

• HD Control and Status Information 

• HD SIS and PAD Data 

• BER ( bit error rate) Measurements 

• User Assignable Email, Relay & Display Alarms 

BELAR 
"When accuracy counts, count on Belar!" 

Visit BELAR.CON1 for the Latest Product Information & Software Updates! 

610-687-5550 • salesebelar.com • www.belarcom 

Nan-STATION CONTROL 
for your Endec 

with our 
Multi-Station Relay Adapter 

' Control up to 3 additional stations for a total of 4 

' 100% Compatible with both the original 

SE1822 & the new Digital 3644 when used 

in the analog audio mode 

' Both rack mount (MSRA-RM) and table top 

(MSRA) units available 

Master & individual station recessed front 

panel EAS audio gain controls 

' Indivicual left and right channel EAS activity 

LED indicators for each additional station 

' Test tmtton for easy audio gain setup 

• Screw type pluggable Eurostyle connectors 

for positive and secure connections 

• Fail Safe contacts in case of a power failure 

and the best part is the price! Dm  MSRA-RM only $579.00 
Enginnenag MSRA only $519.00 
For details on these and other innovative 
products for the broadcaster, call or visit 

us on the web at: 

www.dmengineering.com 
2174 Chandler St. Camarillo, CA 93010 

805-987-7881 800-249-0487 

Engineering Software 

• Create "real-world" coverage maps, interference 
studies, and population reports with Probe 4"" 

• Find STL broadcast auxiliary and Part 101 
microwave frequencies and generate PCN letters 

with Microwave ProT9 

SAM Pro 2"', used daily by FCC engineers, 

performs skywave and groundwave allocation 
studies and AM coverage mapping. 

•Map FM stations and discover upgrade possibilities 

using FCC minimum separations and contour-to-
contour methods with FMCommanderTN 

The Leader in 

Broadcast oft 
Engineering COMMUNICATIONS® 

Communications Software 
Software! andEngmeeringConsuMmg 

www.V-Soft.com (800) 743-3684 
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nott it d 3801 La Plata liwyWe 
Farmington, NNI 87401 . 

Phone 505-327-5646 
Fax 505-325-1142 

Folded Unipole 

Antennw, 

Detuning 
Systems 

Gilastat 
Lighnimg 
Dissipation 
Systems 

Nello Towers 

Radian/Rohn 
Towers 

www.nottltd.corn 
info@nottltd.com 

FCC Certified 
FM Stereo Transmitters 

GET ON-THE-AM STAY ON-THE-MR! 

I V 30W RI output continuous duty! 

V Auto protect, auto soft fail, auto restore! 

V Automatic battery backup! 

V Digital display of all parameters! 

V Simple to install! 

What's the bottom line? To stay on the air! The PX50 
wal. designed with that in mind! Auto monitoring of all 
parameters, with automatic power reduction-and restore 
on VSWR arid temperature errors! No more down time 
AND no mare trips to the tower site! Plus the PX50 is 
FCC Certified under parts 2, 73, 8. 74 (PF3PX50) and 
Industry Canada approved (IC: 4318A-PX50) so you 
never have to worry about non compliance! Make your 
life easy with the PX50 from Ramsey! 

W orn  the introduction e our 

been put in service worldwide! 
"Station-In-A-Box" hundreds have 

THE ORIGINAL... 
"STATION-IN-A-BOX-

Fr temporary locations, rapid deploy-
ment installations, to emergency broadcast facilities, 
there is no quicker way to get on the air! 

Custom designs include full audio production and con-
trol, record and playback of CD's, CD-R's, MP3's, MD's, 
and cassettes. Quick deployment antennas with LMR 
cable make installation a breeze. When you simply 
have to get on the air anywhere, rely on the prover and 
original "Station-In-A-Box" from Ramsey! 

ref:1111g aid 

MOORETRONIX 
BROADCAST A INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONIC 

Our 12th Year 
Our client list continues to grow. Thank you for 

your confidence and equipment purchases. 

We Re-Condition 
Pacific Recorders BMX AMX, ABX and RMX, 

Stereo-Mixer and Mixer News-Mixer products. 

We Have 
Replacement Wind Screens and Blast Filters 

for the SM-5B microphone. 

We Repair & Re-Crystal 
STL Transmitters, STL Receivers, 

and RPU equipment 

See the "News-Update" page at our website. 

Tel: 800-300-0733 Fax: 231-924-7812 
WWW.MOORETRONIX.COM 
E-Mail us at: rrmoorejr@aol.com 

The CAP-DEC1, Gorman-Redlich is a stand-

alone CAP-to-EAS converter for use with your 
existirg emergency alerting ecpipment. This 

cost-effective device allows broadcasters to 
easily meet Common Alerting Protocol (CAP) 
compliance requirements mandated by the FCC 

without requiring the purchase of an additional 
encoder/decoder system or other costly 

GORMAN-REDLICH MFG CO 

CAP-DEC 1 
CAP-to-EAS Converter Unit 

— Compatible with any existing EAS encoder/decoder made 
by any manufacturer 

— Powerful 1.6GHz dual core processor and 1GB of memory 

— Built-in text- to-speech conversion functionality 

— FAST Gigabit network capability with built in firewall for security 

— Options to print, store or email logs via built-in email server 

— Nearly limitless storage capacity for logs and audio messages 

equipment. The CAP-DEC1 is CAP 1.2 compliant 

and requires only one unit of rack space. Trust 
the experts with over 35+ years experience in 
the emergency alerting industry to help you 
meet your broadcasting needs. Visit our website 

or contact us today for more information about 
the Gorman-Redlich CAP-DEC1. We continue to 
support equipment we made 35 years ago. 

— Five (5) USB ports for peripherals 

— Automatic clock synchronization via NIP servers 

— Software can be updated via LAN or USB 

— Print alert reports to USB or network printer 

— Polling 3 URL's currently with room for future expansion 

— FEMA independent lab affirms CAP 1.2 compliance 

— Built-in email server to send log information 

Gorman- Redlich Mfg. Co. 
www.gorman-redlich.com 

257 W. Linton Street, Athens, OH 45701 
Phone: 740-593-3150 
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RAM SYSTEMS LLC 

gOUIPMENT SALES 

17: 

BROADCAST FURNITURE 

WWW RAMSYSTEMSONLINE.COM 

—   
I'! MIMI 

PRE-WIRED STUDIOS 

(847)-487-7575 

WORLDWIDE 

0▪ 0▪ ' 

00. 
•,•••, 

doge ee 
40,00 e de ee  

e eee › 0/e 
•ee 

adoe.doe- eee 

P ee-

,www.lpfmplanet.com 

M 
Featuring the Highest Quality / Lowest Cost 

FCC Certified LPFM TRANSMITTERS on the Planet! 

LPFM14 Planet is brought to you by the good people at: 

PROGRESSIVE CONCEPTS 
305 S. BARTLETT RD.. STREAMWOOD, IL 60107 
EMAIL: sales@progressive-concepts.com 
PHONE: 630.736.9822 FAX 630.736.0353 
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GALLER CLASSIFIEDS 

Jranscom orporati on 
Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters 

Authorized Representatives for all major equipment manufacturers 

Used FM Transmitters 

100 W 2008 BE FM100C 
500 W 2000 BE FM 500C 
5 KW 1997 Harris Z5CD, solid-state 
10 KW 1993 Harris Platinum 10CD, solid-state 
10 KW 1998 Harris DOCD, solid state 
20 KW 2006 BE FM20S, solid-state 
25 KW 1996 Continental 816R-3C, solid-state IPA 
30 KW 1988 Harris FM3OK 

Used AM Transmitters 
2.5KW 1991 
5 KW 1991 
10 KW 1991 
10 KW 1999 

Nautel Ampfet ND2.5, solid-state 
Nautel Ampfet ND5, solid-state 
Nautel Ampfet NDI 0, solid-state 
BE AM10A, solid-state 

Please see our current listings on our website 

nautel HAIM'S I=E 
JEtters 

Used BE Fxi-250 FM Analog Exciter 

Used Misc. Equipment 
Used Bird Wattmeter with Elements 
Orban Optimods 8100XT, 8100A 
BE FC30, SCA Generator 

CoztuzsAtcli niettone.5 

crown aironocrisr 

New Transmitters 

Visit our website for the latest sales 
Special Discount Pricing On: 
VHF and UHF Transmitters and Antennas 
(100w to 10 kW) 
TV STL 

Please visit our website, www.fmamtv.com for additional listings or 
CALL US FOR A QUOTE! 

2655 Philmont Ave. Suite 200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006 
800-441-8454 215-938-7304 Fax: 215-938-7361 

CBT Systems' "ON-AIR" Lights 
can be ordered online at 

www.cbtsystems.tv 

or by calling 858-536-2927 
to locate a distributor near you 
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610-687-5550 
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440-243-1100 
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800-249-0487 

800-ENCO-SYS 
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www.AcousticsFirst.com 

GET YOUR OWN COPY! 
Each month the Radio Technology Leader 

brings you the latest must-read information 

about radio broadcasting: 

• FCC Update 

• Managing Technology 

• Trends in Technology 

• Facility Showcase 

• Field Reports 

• New Products 

• RF Engineering 

To start your own FREE subscription go to 

mr.h/ww.rnyradiomag.corn 

and complete the online form TODAY! 
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SIGNOFF 

by Erin Shipps, senior associate editor 

CBS Radio's WFAN 
Celebrates 25 years 

o 
n July 1, 1987, the radio 

landscape changed forever 

and history was made as 

WFAN-AM signed on-air in 

New York City, providing Tri-state area 

sports fans with the first and only outlet 

to hear and talk about sports 24 hours a 

day, seven days a week. The station has 

been broadcasting play-by-play, opinions 

from hosts and listeners, interviews with 

the biggest sports stars and breaking 

news ever since Suzyn Waldman's memo-

Mike Francesa, Don lmus, and Chris (Mad Dog) 

Russo at the Don lmus Tee'd Off Challenge Golf 

event at the Fiddler's Elbow Country Club in 

Bedminster, NJ, in 2006. 

Mike Francesa, Yogi Berra, and Chris (Mad Dog) 

Russo at Yogi Berra's Golf Classic at Montclair 

Country Club, Montclair, NJ, in 2006. 

rable sports update nearly 25 years ago. 

Since then, the station has gone on to become 

the gold standard in sports radio, with many 

stations across the country looking to duplicate 

the undeniable success of the nation's biggest 

and most popular sports station. The station 

• is anchored by marquee personalities such as 

Mike Francesa and Boomer & Carton, whose 

must-listen- to programs consistently rank No. 1 

with men 25-54 in the top radio market. WFAN 

is heard by more than 1.5 million people each 

week, making it the most listened to sports radio 

station in America. 

IN THE MONE 
• . . - . 

Calls Format Market Name Market Rank Owner Revenue 2011 

WTOP-FM News Washington 8 Hubbard Radio $64,000,000 

KIIS-FM CHR Los Angeles 2 Clear Channel $57,000,000 

KFI-AM News/Talk Los Angeles 2 Clear Channel $48,000,000 

WBBM-AM News Chicago 3 CBS Radio $48,000,000 

VVCBS- AM News New York 1 CBS Radio $47,500,000 

t VVHTZ-FM CHR New York 1 Clear Channel $46,000,000 
co 
(2) KROO-FM Alternative Los Angeles 2 CBS Radio $42,000,000 

ç[ 
co WINS-AM News New York 1 CBS Radio $42.000,000 

o WLTVV-FM Lite AC New York 1 Clear Channel $42,000,000 

cil WEAN-AM Sports/Talk New York CBS Radio S40.500.000 

WFAN FUN FA T 
Suzyn Waldman, the first voice heard on 

WFAN in 1987, still works for CBS RADIO 

New York, as Yankees announcer for sister 

station WCBS 880. 

Morning show co-host Craig Carton in-

terned for WFAN in 1988. 

Morning show co-host Boomer Esiason 

was a frequent guest on WFAN's Mike and 

the Mad Dog program. 

Midday co-host Evan Roberts got his 

start in radio broadcasting doing updates on 

WFAN at the age of 10. 

Midday co-host Joe Benigno was a fre-

quent caller to the station prior to being on-air 

and initially won a fan contest in 1994 to guest 

host a show on WFAN. 

Afternoon host Mike Francesa worked for 

CBS Sports prior to joining WFAN. 

Evening show host Steve Somers has been 

with WFAN in different timeslots since its 

launch in 1987 and John Minko and Ed Cole-

man were also part of the original on-air staff 

at the station. 

Lead Mets announcer and WFAN's original 

7 p.m. - 12 a.m. host, Howie Rose's daughter 

Alyssa Rose is an actress who has appeared 

on the soap opera "One Life to Live." 

Boomer and Carton have twice appeared 

as guest judges on Iron Chef. 

WFAN was originally heard at 1050AM be-

fore moving to 660AM on the dial. 

WFAN's original morning show was hosted 

by Greg Gumbel, who still works for CBS. 

CBS 2 Sports Anchor Otis Livingston also 

anchors WFAN's 11 p.m. weeknight sports-

cast and CBS 2 Sports Anchor Lisa Kenney 

anchors the 5:40AM sports update. 

Boomer has hosted the "Miss America Pag-

eant," in addition to co-hosting a weekly WFAN 

football show called " In the Huddle" along with 

former host Chris "Mad Dog" Russo. 

Long Island native Jerry Seinfeld is a staunch 

supporter and friend of Steve Somers and 

WFAN. They met in the cereal aisle of a bodega. 

Until 2009, WFAN broadcast from the base-

ment of the historic Kaufman Astoria Studios in 

Queens, home to television shows and movies 

such as Sesame Street, Hair and The Wiz. 

Steve Somers won a San Francisco Press 

Club Award for his work at KPIX-TV. 

Producer Doy Kramer, who's been with the 

station since 1987 is an ordained Rabbi. 

Roberts was in the film Private Parts star-

ring Howard Stern. 

Francesa can be heard on the radio in 

Woody Allen's Mighty Aphrodite. 
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MARC-15-15 
on sale S6,499 

15 channel modular console 
suppor-.s two phone hybrids 
LISB sound card modules 
control room B studio 

ARC-10 
three models 

RC- 1[11.i $ 1599 unbalanced 

ARC- 1[1g. $ 1,999 unbal w LISB 
ARC- 11:11F. $2 495 balanced w LISS 

mic inputs, 
?C 039 and Phone inputs 
path balanced S unbalanced 
models 

A AKI1 YSTEMS INC 

'ACCENT' 
studio furniture 

XTREME 
automation 

only S130 
per month 

only S799 

2 nc, 4 stereo line, 
PC 059 , and Phone input 

both balanaed E unbalanced 10 

Live [In Air 
'Hard lisk Fr Satellite , 
18 stere] input switcher 
wrh logic 

ly $3,495 

1-5 mic inputs. 
Ll'Ai and Phare inpuds 

hutIn balancer Ei unbalanced ill 

all ARC consoles 
(except ARC- 10(1) feature built in 

PC 11S13 sound cards and come with 
'Xtreme - Studios' he on air software 

'Pre-End of the World Sale' 
the Mayan calendar predicts the end of 
the world in 2012.. so Accent Furniture 
is 25% off until Dec 31s1, 2011 

ACCENT is a contemporary blend of brushed metals, pleasing colors, and interesting textures. The metal struc-

ture is artfully integrated into he visible desicn decor of the cabinetry. Cabinetry and electronic equipment 

complement each other to create a bold visual environment for talent, guests, and clients alike, 

www.arrakis-systems. E priaes are msrp 



"Wow, Wow!" 

Rick Hunt, Vice President & 
Director of Radio Engineering, 
Entravision Communications Corporation 

"Considering the LX-24's attractive good 
looks, modularity, traditional console layout 
and functionality, I can't wait to get my 
hands on one!" 

Greg Landgraf, Senior Engineering Manager, 
Corus Radio Western Canada 

"A high performance, reasonably priced, 
great looking console integrating common 
sense features such as overload indicators 
for meters and ergonomic controls. Very 
impressive and well thought out." 

Benjamin Brinitzer, Regional VP Engineering 
Clear Channel Media & Entertainment 

"By far the most elegant and feature rich 
control surface on the market. The attention 
to detail and functionality is remarkable. 
Its architecture, such as "hot swappable" 
modular design, is a winner. A traditional 
meter bridge is appreciated by users and 
your millwork guy will appreciate the fact 
that it's a table-top design." 

Kris Rodts, Director of Engineering, IT & 
CKUA Radio Network 

"VVheatstone's innovation continues to 
make AolP a viable product for professional 
broadcasting facilities. Just a few thirgs 
that make the LX-24 stand out to me are 
the clear and decisive metering, individual 
fader modules, and "out of the box" thinking 
with faders for the headphone and monitor 
volume controls instead of rotary knobs." 

Phillip Vaughan, Chief Engineer KFROG, CBS Radio 

aoso 
WHE A TNET 

Vtf 

THE INTELLIGENT NETWORK 

'Leave it to the exquisite design talents of 
Gary Snow and the Wheatstone team to 

really hit the nail on the head. The LX-24 is 
not only the most functional, feature-laden 
IP based conso,e for radio, it also raises the 
bar for the finest ergonomic radio command 

center on the planet.' 

Tim Schwieger, President / CEO, 
BSW- Broadcast Supply Worldwide 

"I didn't think Wheatstone could improve 
upon the E-Series of consoles, but they 
have done it with the new LX-24. This is a 
beautiful, well designed console and the 
individual faders, integrated meters with 
overload indicators and low profile table-
top design make this a must have for our 

facilities." 

Michael Cooney, Vice President of Engineering & 
CTO, Beasley Broadcast Group, Inc. 

"Cool and sexy (I sound like Bruno from 
Dancing with the Stars). A great addition to 

the WheatNet-IP family." 

Norman Philips, Vice President of Engineering, 
Townsquare Media 
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"gotta have it!" 

"I am very impressed with the sleek new 
design that incorporates single channel-strip 
architecture, integrated metering and stereo 
cue speakers in a thin, sloping chassis that 

needs no cabinetry cut out. Well done." 

Erik Kuhlmann, Senior Vice President of Engineering, 
Clear Channel Media + Entertainment 

"Wheatstone continues to hit balls out of 
the park and this year they did so again with 
the '_X-24 control surface. This new product 
ma-ries the best of the old (modular design 
architecture) with the new (Audio-over-IP). 

Continuing in that theme was a Wheatstone 
module that marries their bridge router 

system to the new "BLADE" audio-over-IP 
system. This has the potential to extend the 

We of bridge router facilities indefinitely." 

W C. Alexander, CPBE, AMD, ORB, Director of 
Engineering, Crawford Broadcasting Company 

"The LX caught my attention on the NAB 
Show floor. The look, form and function are 
unlike any other IP console available today. 
The easy-to-read buttons and displays are 

just second to none, not to mention the 
most bang for the buck. I can't wait Ill I have 

the opportunity to deploy my first LX." 

Anthony A. Gervasi, Jr, Sr. Vice President 
Engineering & Technology, Nassau Broadcasting 

phone 1.252.638-7000 I wheatstone.com J sales@wheatstone.com 
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